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PREFACE

Zambia is a big country, as big as Sweden and Norway together,
but in many areas it is sparcely populated. There has been and

still is a great movement of people from the countryside to the
towns.

This report is about how the government is trying to provide
schooling for children in the sparsely - populated areas. What in
Zambia are called multi - grade schools were common in Sweden well
into this century. Zambia is trying in this way to encourage
families to stay put in these remoter areas, and at the same

time hopes in this way to reduce pressure on urban schools.

This report commissioned by SIDA was written by a researcher at
the University of Zambia: Doctor Lungwanga visited a number of
these multi - grade schools in Mkushi district.

The author gives a fine picture of these schools - their problems
and their successes. In fact, pupils did about as well in their
examinations as pupils in ordinary classes. Parent associations
were active, and families did seem to stay on.

one problem was that the methodology of teaching in this type of
school was dealt with very late in the teacher training and was

not taken very seriously. = Newly- qualified young teachers were not
very attracted to the idea of living miles away from everything.

But the idea is catching on. There are now nearly 200 multi - grade

schools and there will surely be more.

{,m.,w ~V.=E=@tÅIngem r Gustafsson
Head of Education Division
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SUNNARY oF THE FINUINGS

GENERAL

The conditions prevailing at Ketetaula,
Nwape and Liteta are generally similar. The

major differences among these three schools
lie in the local environmental CharaGt€PiSti€S

which spillover into the schools,for example,

annual floods of the Nulungushi river greatly
affect school attendance at Liteta. dn the.other
hand, migration ofpeople from Nwape is threatening

the ohmlde population at the school. Ketetaula is
rather stable. Kalombe is the only school among

the pilot schools which is significantly different.
The population within the catchment area of Kalombe

has increased -rapidly within a short time. Kalombe

is at a point where the school should be helped

to be converted into a monograde failure to
reducing the school population by establishing
a school at the Chisanga Resettlement Scheme.

TEACHERS

With the exception o£ Kalombe and Katetaula,
the other schools only have two teachers. The two

teachers at Nwape and Liteta are more overworked
because they.have to handle the same number of
grades and periods which are handled by three
teachers in other schools. During times when one
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teacher falls sick är he has to leave the school,
the remaining teacher is forced to teach all the
grades and this tends to be burdensome- Apart
from Kalombe where both teachers had formar
training in multigrade teaching, the other schools
have only one teacher trained in the multigrade
approach. All teachers in the schools expressed
the need for multigrade training through short
seminar courses and workshops.

TRAINING

It was the general finding of the consultant
that the designated college for multigrade teaching
has not integrated this mode of teaching in the
teacher preparation programme. The condition at
Malcolm Noffat Teaaher Training College is that
lectures in multigrade teaehing are conducted in
the last few days before students go for teaching
practice. The college administration and some of
the members o£ staff are very interested in the
multigrade system. The main constraint is lack
of resources. Lecturers admitted that they had
a lot of interest in the multigrade system but
they could not carry it out effectively while
attending to their normal workload. What has not
been worked out is a strategy of integrating the
multigrade system of teaching into the normal
teacher preparation curriculum. Because multigrade
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teaching is conducted in isolation from the
normal teacher preparation programme,

students do'not take it seriously. Students
do not even want to be identified as good

at multigrade teaching because they might
be Posted to schools in the remotest paris
of the country.

I'IANAGEP'II*INT

The District Education Officers have

taken the multigrade teaching system seriously.

To them, multigrade teaching is the surest
means in which ungraded schools can be graded.
Additionally multigrade teaching is viewed as

the only possible means through which the
government policy of unversalizing basic
education at the District level could be

accomplished. The District Education Officers
have embarked on a vigormus rask of establishing

a number of multigrade schools as a way of
making basic education accessible to all
children in the District and as a way of upgrédeng
schools that are currently ungraded. Officers
at the district level view multigrade

teaching as the most cost effective means

of providing basic education toöthe greatest

number o£ children at minimum cost. The major

5
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constraint at the district level is lack of
transport in order for the officers to
Carry out routine inspection of multigrade
Schools. Liteta and Mwape primary schools
have not been inspected since@they were
established as multigrade schools. It is in
this regard that teachers in these two schools
feel more isolated and neglected.

~SOURCES

The Nkushi District Education Office is
very well,stocked with education materials
mainly donated by SIDA. The District Education
officials were satisfied with the role of SIDA
in donating resources for the schools in the
district. Their concern was, however, with
transporting the resources to the various
schools. Because of transport difficulties
in getting the educational materials transported
to the remotest schools, the multigrade pilot
schools have not been able to benefit adequately.
Schools within the accessible areas benefit more

from the resources that SIDA donates to the
district than the multigrade pilot schools.
In fact schQols like Liteta and Nwape are in
a worse situation because Nkushi district is
further away and educational materials that
are sent from there either reached the school
very mutilated -or they never arrive at all.
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Teachers at Liteta and Nwape schools did not see

any logic in having educational materials
distributed from.' Nkushi when Kabwe was nearer
.and educational materials could be collected by the
teachers themselves with little difficulties.

With the'exception of Kalombe, all pilot'
schools - visted lacked'educational facilities. Most

of the dosks donated and shipped by SIDA to these
- Schools are'now- wornout because of the poor materials
théy were made from. All the three schools,
Katetaula, Nwape and Liteta jack teachers'handbooks,
pupils'textbooks, work cards, maps, exercise books
and other materials.

6. ACHIEV:3I'EÄTS

In all the schools visited, the multigrade
system has been a success story. The system has

succeeded in raising the progression of children
from Glade IV to Glade V. The attrition late is
slowly being reduced. Pupils have a positive
attitude towards education because of the possibility
of advancing to Glade VII without major difficulties.
All the pilot schools have competed effectively in
sendina children to Glade VIII. In fact the Pass

rates in these schools in Glade VII examinations is
highly impressive. The multigrade plot schools
oompeted effectively with monograde schools in
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relation to the performance of pupils in the
Glade VII examinations. The District education
officers are extremely satisfied with the quality
o£ teaching and learning in the multigrade schools.

SCHOOL - COIITIUNITY RELATIONSHIP

In " all the schools Visited, there is a

good school- community relation. The only school
that has poor school- community relationship is
Nwape principally because of the improvements in
facilities at the neighbouring school. In all
the other schunls, the multigrade system has

helped to maintain stability in the community.
At Kalombe for example, the community increased
in size since 1985. One of the factors parents
attributed tu increased population in the area
was the availability of opportunities for upper
primary education £or their children. The parents
at Kalombe, Kétetaula and Nwape expressed strong

views towards solving the problems faced by their
schools. Parents at Kalombe have in fact started
donating money towards the construction of
teachers' houses and classroomsblock. The

P.T.A. (Patent Teachers Association) at these

schools do recognise such socio- cultural prOblEmS

affecting the schools as early marriages among

girls and they are slowly working towards
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solving the problem in order to minimise the

attrition- rates among girls especially;

LOCAL SOCI0- SU0N0IVLIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Kalombe has the least socio-economic and
- environmental problems. Katetaula, Nwape and

Liteta have major local socio- economic and

environmental problems which have implications
for effective teaching and learning in the schools.
All these- three.schools are extremely inaccessible
by road. This makea.it difficult for supplies to
be taken to the schools. Teachers have to walk
long distances for medical services and to collect
their salaries. The major difficult which teachers
face in the.three pilot schools is getting essential
supplies like food, soap and other requisities.
The schools are.in areas where there.are no shops

from where to boy any single essential item. The

condition of teachers ia worse in the rain season

because they are unable to transport perishable
commodities like mealie meat to their homes.

People in areas where the schools are located
are generally very poor. Most of them live on

subsistence farming from where they - cannot generate

enough to maintain themselves. Consequently,

their capacity to sustain the schools through

Community Self relianeelfs eifréméiy}1ow. The

7
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Only effective way in which the communities

can meaningeully contribute to the well being of the

of the schools is through their own labour.

NULTIGRADE TEACHING

All teachers in'the pilot schools trained
and untained are very £amiliar with the
multigrade system. Those teachers that have

been exposed to multigrade teaching have done

a commendable job to provide some in - service
training to cthers. All the methods of multi -

glade teachingare in practice in most of the

schools with the exception of Kalombe where

increased edrollments has become prohibitive
to effective multigrade teaching. Teachers in

pilot schools generally agree that the principle

of independent learning which multigrade teaching

attempts to promote is effective. Teachers in

all the pilots -schools are extremely commited

to multigrade teaching despite enormous

problems they face. While teachers,are able

to teach most of the subjects through the

multigrade approach, homecraft and practical

activities are not being taught effectivelyé

There are two rcasons for this., First, there

are no female teachers in these schools who

can teach such homecraet skiljs like needlework

or cookery. Second, practical skiljs are not

being taught because teachers do not usually
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get enough time to do so. One recuring problem
in all schools was that teachers were extremely
overworked at the schools, They complrined of
not being considered for special allowances when

their work was more than that of teachers getting
allowances for teaching double sessions.

UNIT COSTS

It was the objective of this study that effort
could be made to measure the unit costs in
mu1tigrade schools in order to asoertain the
cest offectiveness,of the system, However, this
could not be done because resources donated for
the purpose of the multigrade pilot schools have
ended up in other schools. In order to ascertain
the unitcosts of the - multigrade system, proper
aocounting and distribution of the resources
intended for multigrade schools should be
instituted.
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RECONMENDATIONS

The recommendations outlined below should be viewed
from two central points. First, the multigrade system

when judged from the standpoint of the pilot schools
has made a number of successes within the last three
years (1985-1988). The successes include: Stabilising
the communities by enabling individuals to settle in the
area; providing opportunities for full primary level
education where none existed: reduction in attrition tales;
Progression to Glade VIII in areas where parents and

children had no such hopes; and cest effectiveness through

the provision of full primary education utilising

facilities specifically meant £or an ungraded schools.
Second, at the time of writing this report more than 120

multigrade schools had been established throughout the
Republic of Zambia. This is an indication that the
multigrade system has been accepted by education officials
to be a viable means for delivery of basic educational
facilities to certain areas of the country. The recomme-

ndations that are made here should be viewed in the light

of these points.

I - 9.1iCiA,1)7.1.~A.,.-.T10N

What comes out of this study is that special attention
ought to be given to the organisation of multigrade SChOOlS -

Currently, multigrade schools are under the existinb
organisation strtucture of the Ministry of General

Education, Youth and Sport. This is not satisfactoTY
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because multigrade schools wherever they are orwherever =

the! will be located in the country need special attention
in Such areas as;.resource distribution, teachers'needs,
Pupil's naeds, community needs, and so on. As - such there
is need toestablish an institutional £ramework that will
SpEcifically monitor the.development of multigrade schools
in the country. The institution to be established could
be attached to the Ministry o£ - General Education, Youth and

Sport but autonomous enough in its operations. Such an

institution could be organised along the lines of SHAPE

but its role should be to initiate policy,plan and monitor
the development of multigrade schools in the entire country.

The areas of concern for the monitoring institution
are all aspects that bring about multigrade system.
Although the monitoring institution might not be a

permanent feature within the Zambian system of general

education. the objective should however, be to help
institutionalise the multigrade system through careful
planning, and co-ordination of all multigrade related
activities in the country. The monitoring institution
could have itsuown sccretariat with a Director as Co-ordinator.
All resourcee for nultigrade schools could be channelled
through the secretariat of the institution. Teachers in
:multigrade schools could also communicate direetly to
the secretariat on any matter. This way, the goal -of
equitable distribution of quality education at minimum

oxpense will becomo a reality - in the country.

7
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QQNQR AGENCY SUPPORT

SIDA which happens to be the sponsor of multigrade
System in Zambia has done a commendable job so far.
It has maintained a constant supply of financial
and material resources to multigrade schools. The
major problem as this study has indicated is the
distribution of the resources from the donor agency.
Nultigrade schools are special needy schools and

resources supplied for this purpose should reach
these institutions. Nechanisms should, therefore,
be worked out to ensure that educational resources
supplied to multigrade schools do indéed get there.
in the long term this can be done through the
mechanism suggested in 1 above. However, a short
term solution should be to allow the teachers together
with P.T.A. members to collect whatever resources they
need from either the Provincial or Distirct Offices
whichever is the = nearest.

The role of SIDA should not only be confined
to supplying of resources. Rather it should fully
participate in all measures directed at basic
educational provision through multigrade teaching.
There is no sound reason for not allowing the donor
agency to take active involvement in the institutionalination
of the multigrade system because the system does
not propose any radical changes or depature from
the existing system of education. Nultigrade
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teaching only strives t; encure that current educational
provision is distributed efficiently and equitably to
areas where basic full educational facilities are lacking
or non-existent. This being the case therefore, SIDA
should be accorded an opportunity to be fully involved
in the rationalisation of the programme at the levels of
Policy, planning and coéordination.

TRAINING

The training'of multigrade teachers at the designated
college, Nalcom Noffat Teacher Training College, should
be rationalized and intitutionalised under the current
teacher preparation programme. Nultigrade teaching is
not all, that different from the current teacher prepa-
ration curricula that iz can not be integrated into the
'present scheme. College Lecturers at Malcolm Hoffat need
to find waya.in.which multigrade teaching can be made an
integral part of the teacher préparation programme right
from - the time the student enters training. One way this
can be done is for SIDA.andUthe Ministry of General
Education; Youth and Sport to organise workshop(s)
involving educationists fromvtheöuniversity and other
institutions whose objective will be to rationalize the
integration of the multigrade system of teaching in the
teacher preparation programme through a critical
analysis of its philosophical, sociological, psycholoeioala
economic and pedagogical dimensions. This way, oollegé
lecturers will not view multigrade teaching as an extra
burden but as one of the approaches to teaching and
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primary educational Orga1isaticn that every student
undergoing teacher training ought to know. From

Malcolm Nbffat, the knowledge so designed on multigrade
teaching can spread to other colleges. Thereby enabling
every teacher trainnee to have access to it. All teacher
trainnees should be familiar with the concept and

Practice of multigrade teaching.

@I3-~SOURCES

The multigrade pilot schools are currently facing
severe shortage of educational materials because available
resources have to be shared among all the 79 schools in the
district. It is recommended here that the Provincial and

District education officers - should ensure that resources
designated for multigrade schools are distributed to such

institution. SIDA shoul - in fact stipulate which kind of
schools certain resources should be distributed. For
example in addition to the close DONATED BY SIDA which
is currently printed on primary school textbooks, resources
meant for multigrade schools should read DONATED BY

SIDA FOR NULTIGRADE SCHOOLS ONLY. There should be a system

5.

of checking to find out whether such resources have

reached their degtinatiöngå The checking can be done

annually.

BURSARY SC~MES

From the findings of this study, a number of pupils
from multigrade schools who successfully passed Glade VII
examinations have not been able to proceed to Glade VIII
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because their families have not been able to support

them. This is a waste of - human resources. If the
multigrade system is to'continue, graduates from

institutions following this system should be retained
in the educational system until they complete. It is not
fair to admit a child from a Luano Valley multigrade

school to a day secondary school in Kabwe when such a

child cannot secure any place to stay. Children from
these schools should be admitted in boarding schools
and Government bursaries extended to them. Teachers

and parents should be ineormed of such opportunities.

EVALUATION

Multigrade teaching has only been in operation
for three years in this country. The period is not
long enough to make e* thorough assessment o£ the impact

of the system on the community and the individual. The

evaluation of the multigrade system should therefore be

a continuous processr Future evaluations should include
measurements of competence in basic skiljs in comparative

terms between monograde and multigrade schools across

the country. Longitudinal studies of multigrade pupils

schould be conducted so that a data base is established
on how well the products o£ these institutions are doine

within the educational system. The monitoring of pupils

from multigrade schools on longitudinal basis should be

done by the Department of Educational Administration and

Policy Studies at the University of Zambia. A;ditionallyo
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comprehensive evaluation of available resources in
multigrade schools should be made in order to
ascertain the quality of teaching and learning.

INTEGRATED DEVT3LOPFIENT

Multigrade teaching should be considered part
of the general rural development eeforts in these

least advantaged areas. The goal should not only

be to provide basic educational facilities. Rather,
the Government together with donor agencies should
find ways

efforts.
raise the

areas but

o£ eng&gimg local communities in development

Such efforts would in the long run not only

standard of living of the people in these'
the conmunities will have the capacity to

8.

manage the schools through self reliance. In short,
multigrade schools should be considered as ä step to

rural development.

NATIONAL 3UTZVIUY

Zambia has accepted the multigrade system as a

viable mode for educational delivery in rural areas.
There is a need for a comprehensive survey on these
Schools. The national evaluation should be properly
co- ordinated before the actual fieldwork is undertaken.
There should in fact be a committee with a co-ordinator
£or the national evaluation exercise. As pointed out

above, the national evaluation exercise should be an

ongoing process covering several years. Those pupils

who are"currently in secondary schools should be monitored
closely for puruoses of establishing a longitudinal studyé
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dr: EDUCATION

The objoctive of multigrade teaching should ultimately
be to provide quality education in those areas that
are leastöadväntäged. Quality education is - of great
significance in areas that are served by multigrade
schools. "First, quality education'will contribute'
towards.the'acquisition of basic skiljs which mightäö -

contribute'to agricultural and domestic development
in these areas; The validity of the contribution of.'
basic education to agricultural development has been -

.

proved empirically the world"over.' Second,'quality
education in these remote paris of the country might
eventually contribute to the social mobility of
children from these areas through the educational
ladder. The social mobility of children from multi -
glade schools has potential for spillover effects
socially and aconomically especially in terms of
income distribution. Quality education in multigrade
schools can contribute significant social rate of
return.

In order to improve the quality of education in
these schools, efforts should be made to improve the
inspection of these schools. In addition to constant
inspection, teachers'rurEle and commitment to
teaching should be enhanced through special allowances
and promotion prospects. To case the hardships of the
teachers and their families, multigrade schools like
Katetaula, Mwape and Liteta should be allocated
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a bioycle each for the teachers' use. Equipments

and toQls.like hoes, axes, sickles and capentry
tools should be supplied to these schools to help
develop skiljs among the children. Nultigrade
schools ehould.not be viewed in orthodox terms.
The objective should -be to develop,human.resources
in these areas with a view that eventually these
remote paris of the country will be developed.
Mechanisms should, therefore, be worked to improve

the internal and external efficiency of multigrade
schools.



PART ONE

THE BACKGROUND
INTRODUCTION .

Nultigrade teaohing in Zambian schools is an innovation
directed at alleviating the problems of educational
privision at basic educational level. Like elsewhere in
thesubs&h&p&BAfrica, Zambia faces major economic and

demographic constraints which hinder the Government's
capacity to,provide basic educational facilities to all
children of school going age. The constraints confront
the country when national policy on education demand that
there should be a provision of universal basic education
o£ nine years to every child. This goal is very well
articulated in the Educational Reforms.

Basic education is envisaged to be universal because
the aim is to enable each individual child have access to
education. The rationale underlying the Government's alm

on basic education is to afford Opportunities for learnine
for self, development to every child. The justification
of this objective - lies in the ideology of Humanism which
requires that all institutions in the country should be

reorganised in order.to enable every man and woman rise above

their limitations. In education such a reorganisation
entail provision of knowledge, skills, and attitudesuto
all children to meet their needs for purposeful growth. -

However, - while Zambia's educational reeorms make claim
to the goal of universal basic education, theré aré

constraints that have been identieied as standing in the
way of this policy objective. The major.problem is that
there are not enough resources to.meet the ever increasine

,social demand £or education. In this light, the position
of the Government is - thai for some time to come, only a few
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children would gain access to educational services unless
the problems are confronted aggressively.

The problems at basic education identified in the
eduoational reforms are: (1) only four out of five of
primary school age children are actually enrolled in
Grades I to VII. (ii) Many children who are old enough

to enter Glade I do not have the opportunity to enrol
because there are not enough places. (iii) Shbétantial
numbers of children enrolled at Glade I in rural schools
have no opportunity to complete Glade VII. liv) In some

rural districts, four out of ten pupils have to leave school
at Glade IV because there are either no places or not
sufeicient of them at Glade V. To solve these problems,
the educational reforms stipulated that far reaching changes

will have to be undertaken. Such changes will not only be

in the structure and the accompanying nomenclature, nor
will it be in the improvement o£ acquisitibnal"patterns.
Rather the changes that would recieve the greatest attention
will be in the content, the methods and the organisation o£

the stystem of education.
According to the reforms, implementing the goal of

nine years basic education for all will entail changes in

the direction, in the depth and in the breadth of the system.

Such changes it is argued, will have to take full cognizance

of the various factors which are the basis of the interplay

between the educational, system and the society. It is in

this Vein that multigrade teaching was considered a

signieicant innovation to try within the educational System.

Some of the aspects of the Zambian society which justified
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the introduction o£ mu1tigrade system are: iii Gertain areas

in the country were historically neglected in educational
provision. iii) The sparcity of population in some areas

o£ the country make the provision o£ full primary education

under conventional means costly and difeicult. iiii) some

communities in rural areas are too poor to stand on their
own in matters of meeting educational services for their
children.N liv) The increasing population growth in the

midst of declining financial resources continues to lessen

the Governnent's ability to provide basic educational
services equitably and eeficiently. These and other
£actors are discussed in detail in the next section.

BACKGROUND To TIDS HJLTIGRADE SCH00LS POLICY

Zambia is a large country with a small population
in relation to its size, the overall population density in
1980 being 7.5 persons per square kilometre. This
population is unevenly distributed, with a heavy concentra-

tion in provinces where there are large urban areas and

much more dispersion in prgvinces that are predominantly

lurar. The country'sppopulation growth late is high, of
the order of 3.6 per cent, but in several rural districts
the late does not exceeed 2 per cent and in one (Chizera)

it,is actually negative. These demographic £eatures
suggest that several rural areas are quite sparsely populated,

a consideration that has immediate consequences for the

provision of social services. This low density of Zambia's
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rural population has had several outcomes in the pattern of
educational provision. At the secondary level it has read
to the need for the development of boarding schools that
are costly to provide and to run. At the primary level it
has lead to the existence.of incomplete schools, that is,
schools which cover only the first four years of the seven-

year primary cycle. A second outcome at the primary level
is the underenrolment in terms of the average size of class
that is experienced in several rural areas.

In the early days cf educational development,
incomplete schools were a common phenomenon throughout
the rural areas. They were also found in a number of the
high density urban areas. Pressure from the urban
communities lead quite early in the years after Independence

to the upgrading of theöurban schools into complete seven- year

CYC19 schools. The target established by the Second National
Development Plan (1969-1974) that every child who entered
Glade 1 in an urban school would be able to proceed through

to the completion of Glade 7 was, for all practical purposes,

attained by 1974. The same Plan, however, set up a different
target for rural aroas, envisaging that 75 per cent of the

Glade 1 entrants in rural schools would be able to complete

the full primary cycle. But this target was not met in
global terms in all districts until 1985 and in some districts
has not yet been attained for girls.' Although there has been

a substantial improvement in the progression rate from Glade

Ä to Glade 5 in recent years, .incomplete schools are still
found in numerous rural areas, reflecting both the sparsity

of the population being served and the vulnerability of that
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population in having the educational needs of its children
met. Data from the Ministry of General Education and
Culture show that in 1983 there were 785 such schools
throughout the country. Although the total enrolment
in these schools is small, they represent almost one-
quartet of all the primaryischools in Zambia.

In some areas, however, a different educational
problem is experienced. Schools cover the full range of
primary classes, frbm Glade 1 to'Grade 7, but class sizes
are very much below the national norm o£ 4O students per
class. In some instances this is because the population
being served has never been large enough to sustain laP8€P
enrolments, in others it is because our- migration has lgdl
to a decline in the population in the school's catchment area.
It is also possible that in some areas the high incidence
o£ child malnutrition and child mortality has led to
some decline in the numbers of school- going age.

The upgrading of incomplete schools to full primary
schools that are underenrolled pose problems in the
generation and allocation of resources. The rural
communities concerned may be too small and too impoverished
to provide the self-help inputs that are needed for the
physical development of an incomplete school, while the
allocation of costly toaching staff to schools which cannot
attract a sufficiently large number of students is an

uneconomic use of scarce and costly resources. The solution
to these problems consists in increasing the number of
students within a teäching group so that it becomes economically
viable. This objective could be attained by transporting
students to centres where they would constitute teaching
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Broups of adequate size, but this solution is socially
undesirable because it entails depriving some communities
of a principal focus and symbol of community cohesion, the
village schools. Noreover, given the poor infrastructure in
in Zambia and the difeiculty in obtaining and maintaining
transport this would be an impracticable solution. The

solution of providing boarding facilities at centrally

established complete school; would encounter similar
dieficulties.

But the objective of increasing the number of students
within a teaching group can also be achieved by organisa-

tional measures. one such measure is to postpone the
admission of new students until their number is large

enough to justify their constituting a class. A second

is to collapse together one or more cohorts, after they

have entered school, so that they constitute a class SFOUP

o£ acceptable size. Both of these solutions have been adopted

in Zambia. In about sO schools there is a system of biennial
intake, where students are enrolled in Glade 1 only every

second year. In such schools the age-range for admission
is necessarily spread over two years (i.e. 7 and 8 year- olds),

but if these schools can admit all children of the relevant
ages in the years when admission does take place then the

age-range occuring within classes would very likely be -

smaller than that obtaining in schools serving larger

populations, especially in the urban areas. But information
on this point awaits empirical evidence.
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The second solution that Zambia has adopted to the
Problem of small enro1ments in rural schools is multigrade
tcaching where grouping takes place after students have
entered school. In this system, one teacher teaches two
or more grades at the same time in the same classroom.
Depending on the numbers and arrangements, one teacher
may teach the whole range of primary school grades, thereby
oonstituting a single-teacher school. In a multi -grade
class, all students may study and be taught the same subject
at the same time,but at different levels according to
individual attainments. In another arrangement, the sub-

groups that correspond to the different years of entering
school, corresponding roughly to age-groups, may study and

be taught different subjects during the same period of time.
A third arrangement allows for common presentation by the
teacher to all the sub-groups taken together. Thesystem
depends heavily for its success on the ability of the teacher
to organise a judicious combination of group instruction and

individualised sel£- instruction. The system of multigrade
teaching can be used in combination with biennial intake
to make educational provision for populations that are very
small, but so far as is known the two systems are not used in
conjunction in any school in Zambia.

Nultigrade toaching was introduced on a pilot basis
in four schools in 1985. Although sufficient time had not.
elapsed for an ovaluation to be conducted, the experience with
those schools was considered cncouraging enough to lead.to
an immediate expansion of the system. Hence multigrade
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toaching was introduced in 1 further 4O schools in 1986
andéin about sO more in 4987.Q At the same time all of -

these schools were upgraded from their incomplete status
and began to make provision at the Upper Primary level
(Grades 5 to 7). As it had been agreed from the outset
that the new scheme should be carefully monitored and

evaluated the principal purpose of the present study was

to examine the effects of the system in the four pilot
schools. This first formar evaluation was itself in the
nature of a pilot study that would serve as the basis for a

more extensive study o£ the effects of multigrade teaohing

in a rcpresentative sample of the schools where it is operating.

~i ~s of the Study
The principal alm of the study was to determine how

successful the introduction and operation of the multigrade

system had been in meeting the objectives established for it;

The principal rationale for the commencement of the system

was that it should enable schools serving a small population
to provide at reasonable cost the full range of primary level
education for the children in the vicinity of the school.
Hence it was necessary to determine the extent to which

multigrade schools have succeeded in catering for the

educational needs of those of school- going age in their
catchment areas and what it was costing to do so.

The information derived in this way would indicate the

extent to which a multigrade teaching system might help tO

universalise educational access in a particular area and the

cOSt of Such universalisation; But it would read to nO mOTE

than limited understanding of the strictly educational aSPECtS
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o£ the system and o£ the potential impact that the

introduction o£ the system might have had on the socio -

cultural environmont. To capture these aspects the

evaluation considored certain p@dagQgi, and educational

dimensions of mu1tigrade schools and assessed the

rolationship of the system to the local community. The

importance of investigating pedagogic features arose

from the nature cf multigrade teaching which requires

that the teacher give more prominence to individualised
lcarning experiences und correspondingly loss attention
to formalised group instruction. While he does not

abandon his rule ns mentor £or individuals and groups,

he must play a largor role as facilitätor and organiser

o£ learning activities which, to a considerable extent,

must be undertiken en a self - directed basis by these

individuals and groups. Hence multigrade teaching implies

special pedagogic methods. These are deserving of

attention as e1ements cf the mechanism through which

the system makes its impact. They also deserve investiga -

iron in their own right since they may be indicative of

tcaching methods that could proeitably be introduced into

Schools where the conversational teaching by glade (single -

3rade teaching) occurs.
There is some evidence from other paris of the world,

notably from Sweden, that the cognitive,achievement of
students in mu1tigrade schools is at least as good as

that of students from conventional single - grade schools.
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Noreover, data from Chile and India show that mixed-age

grouping, which is an integral feature of the multigrade

system, does not have any adverse effect on scholastic
performance.' But the influence o£ the actual teaching

arrangements adopted has not yet been so clearly established
£or developing countries. It was intended that the evaluation

should seek to throw light on this issue as this too could

have relevance for the teaching methodology in conventional

schools. Noreover, because the multigrade methodology must

depend to a considerable extent on individualised self -

instruction it might be expected to foster a more self -

reliant, independent approach to the acquisition o£

knowledge and gaining of understanding. This is a major

alm of the entire educational process and one that assumes

great importance in a situation where students may not be ablo

to continue in formar schools after the seventh glade.

National documents stress that in the current difficult

circumstances of Zambia it is important that the schools

develop the "potential of all citizens to think independently

and to find their bearings among problems as they arisek

It is acknowledged that orthodox schools have difficulties
in attaining this objcctive but it is possible that the

mothodology required by multigrade teaching might be more

successful in this regard. The evaluation sought to

determine whether this is so.

A further point o£ interest is the internal
eeficiency of mu1tigrade schools. While wastage through

voluntary dropout and repetition is not excessively

large in Zambia; schools, nevertheless there is some

incidence of both. It is sometimes alleged that the
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sheer boredom of dull, - uninspiring teaching is a contributoTY
factor to suchwastage. It is also alleged that parents

sometimes withdraw children from schools if their perceptions
are thatvthe*quality of provision and teaching is below
standard, One would expect - thai there would be few grounds

£or - either of - these allegations in - relation to HGW17

established multiarade sbhools and hence that such schools '

would manifest a high degree of internal - efficiency. The

problem of wastage is usually greater with girls than bOyS,

but inéthis case the reasons may lie more with the family

andsociety than with the school. Novertheless it needs

to be established whether the special educational climate
of the multigrade school- contributes in any way towards
fostering the continued participation of girls, especially
in Grades 5 to 7. There is also the disquieting fact that
in regular schools the'performance of'boys is almost
invariably superior to that of girls. Again one asks:
does the special educational circumstances and arrangements
in a multigrade school act in any way to eliminate such
dieferences?

At the non-c03nitive level, it is sometimes argued that
a multigrade system leads to more favourable student social
development than a single - grade system. This is partly because
of the interacticn with others of a wide agehrange which
students in a multigrade school must constantly experience,
this vertical group being regarded as a powerful socialising
force. It is also partly because of the security and
continuity that the student experiences, through association
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with the same group of colleagues (with only small annual

changes at the top and bottom of the group) and by being
taught by the same teacher from one year to the next. The

evaluation sought to determine whether such affective
benefits are accruing in Zambia.

Finally, it appears to be necessary to consider the
impact of mu1tigrade teaching at the level of society and

of the community the school serves. As has been indicated,
parents have been known to react to the education provided
in schools by withdrawing their children, especially girls.

lnstances have also occurred where families have migrated

out of areas served by incomplete schools and into the

catchment areas of complete schools. Even when entire families
did not migrate in this way, children have been sent to live
with relatives so that they could be in greater proximity
to schools that provided the full primary range. Historically,

one of the factors that contributes to an influx of people

into urban areas has been the availability . in towns of

schools that wont through to Glade 7. Even though such

schools suffered from gross overcrowding, parents placed so

high a premium on education that they preferred to seek a

place in them for their children rather than rest content with
the incomplete schooling that tended to be all that was available

in rural areas. It is possible, therefore,that the

upgrading of incomplete schools to institutions that could
offer the full primary programme would read to more favourablc
disnositions towards the local school as well as to chanåes

in migration patterns. The Jumbers involved in the pilot
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schools may bo too few for a rigorous assessment of
the impact on migration but it was not too early to
conduct a'proliminary inquiry that would guide the
later more extensive study.'

In specific terms, thorefore, the eva1uationh
addressed iuself to the'following issues;

ca) the extunt to which the multigrade system
- had enabled all children in a school
cntchment area have access to the full
primary level programmc;

(b) the costs of making this form of
provisiop;

(c) the rule of theteacher and the nature of
his pedagogica1 activities in a

mu1tigradesch001;
cd) the impact of multigrade teaching on

the cognitivc achievament of students;
ce) the impact of this form of teaching in

promoting independent and self - directed
h;J.!uj.ts of = study;

(£) th; internal efficiency of multigrade

schools:
cg) the impact of nultigrade teaching on

the purticipation and performance of girls;
ch) the wcrccptions of multigrade teaching hold

by uarticipants, parents of students and

the wider local community;

?
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iii the impact that the introduction
of this system has had on the

attitudes and mores of the local
community.

Nethodology

The evaluation required the analysis of an

extensive range of information about the schools,
the teachers, the students and the community.

Information had to be obtained on all that led
up to the introduction of the multigrade system,

with particular attention to the special training

provided for participating teachers. Because of

the comprehensive nature of the study it was

necessary to gather the information that was

required through a variety of techniques and

data- gathering instruments. Some of the intended
techniquos and data - gathering instruments included
the following:

ca) questionnaires £or completion by

teachers, students and personnel

involved in the training activities3
ib) partly structured interviews with

parents, membels of the Parent- Teacher

Association and signieicant members Of

the local community;
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(<1)

ce)
(£)

(€€)

(h)

ability achievement - and attitude tests for
students;
intorviews with Headteachers and participating
.teachers: -

obsarvations - of multigrade teaching in action;
comprehensive schedules of the physical
resources at each school:
a niniature census o£ the catchment area
o£ each school;
interviews with personnel in the Planning
Unit and in the Regional and District
Education Offices.

It.was also necessary to examine all relevant school
records and gain access to as much detailed
information as possible regarding the running costs
of the schools and the resources they have received.

The target group for this first study was the
four pilot schools where multigrade teaching was

introduced in January 1985. Within these schools,
the envisaged student target groups were all those
in Grades 4 and 7. It was assumed that some o£ these
students have had ;no experience of single - grade
teaching - the 1988 Glade 4 students entered Glade
1 in January 1985 at the time when the experiment
began. dn thoother hand, those doing Glade 7 in
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1988 were beginning Glade 4 in 1985 and hence would
have had their first three years in primary school
in a single -grade system. This could read to some

confounding effects so that special care was needed

in disentangling the precise impact of the multigrade
teaching. The same situation could arise when the
larger evaluation is conducted in 1989. It will not
be until 1991 that the pilot schools will have students
in Glade 7 who have come up entirely through the
multigrade System, while for the other schools this
will not ocenr until 1992. Since further evaluations
may be undertaken in these later years, measures of
the basic cognitive abilities o£ those in the lower
grades will be taken (See item (c) On pa@e,q5£ above)

and procedures established for similar measures to be

obtained with each upcoming cohort in successive years.
The cognitive achievement tests in Glade 4

were exnentod to be in English, Mathematics and

Zambian Langueqes; for Glade 7 they were to be in
these sdbject areas and also in Science and Social
Studies.

In order to place the evaluation on as sound

a footinm as possible it was considered necessary

to garner information about student achievement and

attitudes and if possible about community perceptions,
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for a representative sample of conventional schools
where there is single -grade - teaching. Information
was also needed on the resources available to such

schools and on details of their costs. This would

enable comparisons to be made between the two systems
regarding costs, efficiency, effectiveness in
responding to local needs, impact on student attibudes
and .achievement, and spin- off effects on the local
community.

LOGISTICS AND LIHITATIONS oF THE STUDY

The envisaged period of this study was from
August to December 1988. The principal participants
in the study were to include staff from the
Inspectorate;officers from the Curriculum Development

Centre; the Planning Unit and Central Statistics
Office, Academic staff from Nalcom Noffat Teacher

Training College; District and Regional Education
Officers and the University of Zambia staff. Bach

of these groups of participants was expected to play

different roles at various points in the study.

'Officers from the Curriculum Development Centre
were expected to prepare ability and achievement

tests. Staff from the Planning Unit and the Central
Statistics Office'were to prepare Census questionnaires
for the local areas surrounding the schools. The
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University o£ Zambia staff were expected to prepare
such instruments as attitude scales, interview
schedules, and various questionnaires. The implementation
of the research instruments together with the observations
of multigrade teaching was envisaged to be conducted by
the University staff in collaboration with Nalcom Noffat
lecturers the Iuspectorate and Officers from the District
and Regional Education Offices.

Attempts were made to involve different participants
at various points in this study. The Planning Unit played
a major role in arranging.for -Einances, transportation,
and co-ordinating the scheduled visits. Officers from
the Inspectorate together with Nalcom Hoffat lecturers
were engaged in the study as planned. The Co-ordination
of the study at the local level was mainly done by the
officials at the District Education Office. Efforts were

made to involve the Psychological Service Unit in
preparing the achievement tests. However, this was

not possible because the .officers in that Unit were

at the time not quite settled in their office accommo-

dation. Ability and achievement tests were therefore
not employed in this study because they could not be

secured from the relevant offices.
The fieldwork was conducted in September tO

October for a period of twenty days. Prior to the
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fieldwork, an on the sight preliminary visit was

undertaken from August ist to 7th by the consultant.
The objective.of the preliminary visit was to have
an on the spot view of the environment and the schools
in Order that realistic adjustments could be made to
the procedures of the study. As a result of the pre-
liminary visit, certain amendments were made to the
study. First,it was decided that the study be
extended to inelude'the multigrade component of the
teacher training programme at Nalcom Hoffat Teacher
Training College. Such an extension would help to
shed some light on the professional and aoademic
preparation of thepteachers of multigrade schools.
Second, because of the sizes of the schools and the
local communities as observed in the preliminary visit,
it was decided that the evaluation should focus more

on interviews, observations and analysis of available
official records. Third, the difficulties encountered
in reaching the various r!chools in the Valley due to
impassable roads led to a decision to increase the
number of days for fieldwork from ten to twenty.
The preliminary visit was important in that it helped
the consultant to be psychologically set to stay in
a tsetse infested area albert for a brief period.
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one o£ the major limitations of the study was the
absence o£ ability and achievement tests, A

measurement o£ the students ability and achievement
on various tasks in comparison to other schools, Should
hava cnriched the study pedagngichlly. The

second limitation of the study was the time. Most

of the period allocated for fieldwork was spent

trave11ing on very difficult terrain and impassable

roads. Efeorts were however made to spend at least
a day at each school.

MULTIGRADE TEACHING: THE CONCEPT AND ITS OPERATIONAL

DIKENSI< NS

The concentualization of multigrade teaching

in 3ambian schools is an undertaking which the
Planning Unit, the Inspoctorate and the teaghing
staff at Maloom Moffat Teacher Training College

gave serious thought to prior to its implementation.
In fact the oonceptual operationalization of the
maltigrade teaching system was the basis of all the

formar moetings and seminars that were organized

around this Dromramme.

DEFINITION

The concept of multigrade teaching is

understood to be a system o£ teaching which
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involves two or more grades that are taught by one

teacher in one room at the same time. The system of
teaching is considered applicable in those schools
where a combination of two or more grades in one

classroom will not go beyond the oeficially approved

class unit of forty pupils. Nultigrade teaching is
therefore a method that is considered viable in these

schools which have very low enrolments. Once enrolments

increase to proportions where oombining two or more

grades in one classroom results in more students than

the official class size, multigrade as a practice

ce as e S 0

OPERATION OF MULBIGRADE TEACHING

<a)" 9.:a€£.åY£iZ€L'€.i9.Iå

The concept of multigrade teaching is considered
to be synonymous with ability grouping in
mono grade = schools. The only difference

however, is that a mu1tigrade class has'at
least three variables operating at one time.
These variables are: different ages, different
abilities and different grades. The method

iS thorefore considered to be heavily dependent
-on individualized instruction and pupil

activities. In order for a multigrade class

to work effective1y the teacher must command

organizing ability skiljs. Some of the skiljs
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that a teacher need to develop in the pupils are good

working habits, good study techniques and development

of .independency and responsibility. In the multigrade

school, the teacher is defined as an organizer o£ work

and supervisor. The teacher's designed work is either

£or individual self education or groupwork. The success

of multigrade teaching is held to be dependent on such

variables as: age of students, mental maturity, structure

and sizes o£ classes, rooms, equipment, access to

teaching materia1s, co- operation between grades,

oharacter o£ the subject and the interest and uptitude

of the teacher.
The teacher's ability to plan efficiently

is critical to the success of multigrade teaching.

what makes careful planning important in the multigrade

system is that unlike a monograde teacher, a

multigrade teacher has to make two year or three year

plans in any single year, term, week, day or period.

At every stage of the planning process multigrade

teachers have to recognize that the objective is to

enable pupils acquire knowledge and skiljs independently.

Teaching Nethods

There ute four teaching methods which have

been identieicd as central to multigrade teaching,

These methods (also known as time- table options) are:
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The Common TimeéTable lion: The Subject

Staggering- 0tiön; The Subj ect Groupin lion

and The Integrated Day Option.

(i) The Common Time-table Option: This option
presents the same subject (e.g. Nathematics)
to all the grades in a multigrade class in
a given time table period. The subject is
presented to each glade group according to
the prescribed glade level and the work
programme designad by the teacher.

(ii) Subject staggering option: The determining
factor in this option is the amount of
teacher-pupil interactiön réqui3ed;hThe
principle is that subjects (or subject

topics) which require more teacher- pupil
interaction are put together with subjects

that require little or no teacher- pupil
interaction. A good example is the staggering
of a subject like English with creative
arts. While one glade is doing English

another glade would be working on various

creative arts. The latter in this case

would need less teacher-pupil interaction
than the former.
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iiii) Subject Grouping Option: Under this
option certain subjects, are presented
hy the teacher to'all grades in a

multigrade class at the same time. The

basic education curriculum has subjects

that easily lend thémselves to be taught
to vertical groups e.g, Music, Art, Social
Studies and Religious Education.

liv) lntegrated Day Option: This is a non-

timetab1e approach. The pupil is
considered to be an independent learner

wbo is at liberty to make a choice as to
what subject (or what topic o£ the subject)
to learn and when to learn it. This is
a laizer faire approach which involves
careeul arrangement and programming o£

both the pupils' and the teacher's work,

bv the class teacher.

Education authorities have a number of positive

views towards mu1tigrade teaching. (1) The

introduction of the system in sparsely populated

areas is considored to be the surest means of
extending the seven years basic education to all

children. (2) The system will help to upgrade
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nongraded schools with minimum or no cest at
all to the Government. (3) The system will
help to stimulate favourable relationship
between the school and the community especially
as the latter experiences the'opening of educa-
tional opportunities to their children. (4)
The system will shorten the distances currently
being covored by children in order to receive
upper primary level of education (i.e. grades
5 tO 7). (5) Multigrade teaching will help to
foster attitudes of greater independence and

self-rcliance at school and at learning generally.
(6) Nultigrade teaching helps teachers to
monitor the development of each individual child
since the principle is more on childcentred
approach to teaehing. (6) Nultigrade teaching
develops a communal approach to learning as

different grades come together under one roof.
(8) The system helps teachers to have a broader
overview o£ the curriculum. (9) Teachers will
develop more effective discipline measures that
are based on an understanding of each individual
child.
Some of the concerns the authorities have towards

the system are that: iii Multigrade teaching demand

a lot of comnrehensive assessment of the records of

?
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o£ each pupils progress and it takes a lot of the
teachers time iii) The system is demanding on the
teacher in terms o£ material preparation and time
and not all teachers might be good at solving
organization problems. iiii) Ineefective teachers
will contribnte greatly to poor learning and

education of pupils.

CONDITIONS oF IMPLEMENTING MULTIGRADE TEACHING

The condition attached to the implementation
of multigrade teaching is that it will only apply

in those ungraded schools on oondition that there
is a two classroom block and two teachers houses.

In short conmunities that are able to meet these
two conditions can enjoy the facilities of multigrade

teaching. These are the conditions which prevail
at the four multigrade plot schools whose conditions
in respect to the objectives of this study are

presented in Part II.



PART TWO

THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

1. OUTLINE oF THE PROCEBDI~Q in

As stated earlier the £ieldwork for this study
was conducted between late September and early

November. The principle participants in the fieldé
work were: Dr. G. Lungwangwa, Dr. L,M. Chizinga,

Nr. F.H. Nachiko (Senior Inspector of Primary Schools,

Kabwe Region) and Nr. Nwape (Lecturer Nalcom Noffat
Teacher Training College. Prior to the main visit
to the various institutions, a preliminary viåit to the
area was conducted in August. The earlier visit was

carried out by the consultant, the Senior InspECtOT

of Primary $chools, Kabwe Region, the Regional

Inspector of Schools, Kabwe Region and Nr. Lungu

(Lecturer, Nalcom Noefat Teacher Training COll€Ee)-

The main fieldwork started by a visit to

Halcom Hoffat Teacher Training College. This is a

primary teachers college which has been designated

as an institution for the preparation of multigrade

teachers in its pre-service training programme.

The visit was conducted by Dr. G. Lungwangwa and

Dr. I.H. Chizinga and it look the whole day. Those

intarviewed at the college inoluded the Åcting

- 27 -
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Principal, Lecturers associated with the multigrade
prbgräeme,thestudent teachers,who,have had exposure
to multigrade teaching in their training, and the
teachers at the multigrade pilot school attached to
the college. A short tour of the multigrade pilot
school was conducted.

From Nalcom Noffat Teacher Training College
the entire fieldwork Tteam visited Kalombe Primary
School. The School is on the plateau along the
Hkushi - Ndoia:gravel road, It is aDproximately an

hour's drive from  Nkushi to the school. A full
day was spent at this school. The subjects that
assisted in the evaluation exercise at Kalombe were:
members of the parent - teachers' association, the
political officials at the ward level, the teachers,
parents and pupils. The turnout of the parents for
the exercise was extremely overwhelming.

From Kalombe, the team travelled to Luano

Valley to evaluate Katetaula, Mwape and Liteta in
that order. Luano Valley is not only one of the
remotest paris of Zambia but it is the most difficult
to reach even with a four wheel drive landrover. The

area is engulfed by the inaccessible Muchinga Escarp-

ments. The escarpments are so high and sleep in most
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Paris that driving along the winding road that passes
through it has to be at a snail's pace. In - fact a

journey of eighteenikilometers ends up being
covered.in three to four hours in certain,portions
of the escarpment. What adds to the difficult of
the area is that the valley is infested with tsetse
fly. In summer-(september to December) the valley is
extremely hot and humid which makes travelling very
Véry dieficult. The dieficult has mainly to do with
the problem of protecting oneself from the tsetse fly
bites while ensuring that the vehicle one is travelling
in can allow maximum air to offset the heat. The road
to the valley is.rocky and tyre punctures is a major
worry to the road users. Fortunately,there was no

lyle puncture which the team expericnced while in the
valley.

The first school to be visited in the valley was

Katetaule Primary School. Like at Kalombe, a full day
was spent at Katetaula conducting observations.and
carrying out interviews with teachers, parents and

membcrs of the Patent Teachers' Association. The

turnover was equally good.

The second'institution to be visited in the
valley"was Nwape Primary School. Unlike Katetaule
Mwape'is further down the valley from Nkushi Boma
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Ordinarily, the School can only be reached on foot
from Mbosha primary school. This is a distance of
approximately seventeen kilometers. Furtunately
for this team, the long distance on foot was cut
short by using a route via chief Shikabeta's
Palace to Lunsefwa river. The honourable Chief
Mbosha assisted the team in finding the route by
personally joining on the trip all the way up to the
school. It was not possible to reach the school
Using the vehicle. Part of the journey to the
school was covered on foot,. Like in the other
cases, a full day was spent at the school conducting
general observation and interviews with members of
the patent teachers association,teachers and parents.

The final and most inaccessible school is
Liteta primary school. This school can only be

reached from Kabwe. From Kabwe one drives to
Nulungushi'where the vehicle is left on the table
mountain. To reach to Liteta one has to descent
along a sleep slope down to the valley. From the

bottom of the table mountain to Liteta is a two day's

journey on foot. The whole journey= from the table
mountain to Liteta and back on foot could take
approximately a week to cover all in the midist
of the summer heat,tsetse fly and wild animals. The
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The team.did nnt'meaeh =Lithea'primaey gdhöol mainly
because the route followed was extremely inaccessible.
In fact the road at one point came to an end and it

became difficult to proceed in the thick bush. With

regard to this particular school, arrangements had to

be made to meet the teachers and some of the members

of the -parent - TeachersMAssociation during the first
week o£ November. The arranged dates for meeting tha

teachers and the members of the Patent Teachers

Association were from 4th to 6th November. However,

it turned out that these dates could not be adhered

to by the teachers because of the Glade seven exami-

nations which they still had to supervise. A new date

of 8th November was arranged. However, the team

could not meet the teachers and parents on the

arranged date because they had transport difficulties.
In the end the teachers and two members of the

Patent Teachers' Association had to travel all

the way to Lusaka and they resided at the consultant*s
home for a couple of'days before returning. Liteta
is therefore the only school that the team did not

physically visit. However, the:data collected from

the teachersand thelparents are"extremely represe-

ntative of the general situation prevailing at the

school and its locality.
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In most of these places accommodation was

usually on the floor in classrooms or other units.
Because of the impassable roads, travelling took
a lot of time.

iii MALCOH MQFFAT TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGE

Nalcom Noffat Teacher Training College has

been designated as the institution for the formar
training of multigrade teachers. The training is
of course not to be exclusive but an integral part
of the'existing teacher preparation programme.

The reason for visiting the college was to get
acquainted with the multigrade training system.
The Principal participants in the study at the
college were the Vice - principal, Lecturers and

students.

The multigrade teacher training as a

component of the pre - service teacher training
programme has been nurtured at Malcom Moffat
because of the presence of staff that have had

great interest in it. The Principhl and the
Vice- principal for example had exposure to the
multigrade teaching system in Australia in 1970.
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The co-ordinator of multigrade teaching in the
college (Mr. Lungu) -has been extremely,interested
in the success of this innovation in the teacher
training programme. Despite the enthusiasm on the
Part of some college staff for the success of the
Ppogramme, a number of problems surround effective
implenentation of the system. These problems are
enumerated below.

Nultigrade teacher preparation, exists as an

appendage and not an integral part of the teacher
preparation programme. The introduction of the
programme into the college caused a lot of enxiety
on the part of staff and the administration. The

concerns were that members of staff never had any'

exposure to multigrade teaching.

Birce its introduction, multigrade teaching has
continued to occupy a'status of an extra curricula
activity. It has not received any special time on
the normal college time- table. Most students get
exposed to multigrade teaching in the last few days

before teaching practice commences. The absence of mur-
tigrade teaching on the college time- table means that
the theory of multigrade teaching is not taught at
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Because multigrade teaching = has not been
£crmalized as part and parcel of the teacher"
training programme; students at the college
do not take it seriously. Students see it
as a filler not as an important component of
their training. What aggravates the students'
n€Bative attitude towards the programme is that
there are no examinations in multigrade
teaching. Additionally, multigrade teaching
is resented by students because it is considered
tO be a preparation to teach in the remotest

Paris of the country a situation they all
would like to avoid at any cost.

There are four lecturers that are currently
involved in the multigrade teaching programme

at the college. These lecturers are said to
be overstretched because they have full timel
teaching loads. The absence of'renumerations
for the multigrade teaching co- ordinators
contributes to low enthusiasm on the part of

the lecturers involved. one way in which the'

enthusiasm'of the lecturers can be raised, it
is fett by the college administrator is
through renumerations, and formar training

so that staff can get recognition and status.
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Although the workshops that normally take place
a few days before teaching practice commences are

directed at implementing the practice, the out-
- come has been found to be problematic. The

problem - of effecting - multigrade teaching in
teaching practice has been a result of jack of
resources. It is contented by staff at the
college that because of the scarcity of resources,
it is difficult for teachers to enhance the
concept of independent learning which is the
basis of multigrade teaching.

Despite these constraints, staff at the college

are positive towards multigrade teaching. The

system is considered to be advantageous in a

number of respects namely= It enhances
independent learning on the part of the pupils;
it encourages teachers to adopt pupil centred
approaches to teaching; it facilitates revision
of materials covered in earlier grades; it
enhances more pupil to pupil interaction; it
is an important mechanism for realizing the
objective of universal basic education to every

child. In fgéneåal, r, the college staff are

of the view that ways should be sought to
institutionalize the system in teacher education.
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KALONBE PRIPXRY SCHOOL

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

This school is situated along the Nkushi-Ndola
road. It was established in 1965. From 1965 to 1984,
Kalombe was a feeder school to Nsofu primary school
(now a basic school). The concept of feeder school
implies that it only wont as far as Glade IV after
which those pupils that successfully passed the
elementary school leaving examination proceeded to
the nearest school with upper primary level of education.
The nearest upper primary school for students completing
Glade IV at Kalombe was Nsofu primary. The distance
between the two schools is ninenteed(19) kilometers
meaning that those pupils that found places in Nsofu
primary school had to be weekily boarders. Prior to the
introduction of the multigrade system, Kalombe only
served four(4) villages. The school serves an area of
eleven kilometres in radios.

The fewer numbers of villages served by the school
was caused by the migration of theöinhabitants of the
area to Nsofu and Chief Nkole areas. Part of the reasons
accountable for the movement of people away from the area
was because of jack of educational facilities for children.
especially beyond Glade IV, The outward migration of
people from the area resulted in very low enrollments
at the school as evident from the situation in 1984
shown in Table I below.
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TABLE I

PUPIL ENROLLNENT IN 198#

GRADE

1

2

3

4

BOYS

16

6

6

6

GIRLS

jO

21

8

8

TOTAL ö

26

27

14

1#
34 47 81

This poor enrollment was attributed to the fact
that parents and their children alike were not interested
in the school because it never provided opportunities for
schooling beyond Glade IV. Parents were of the view that
Glade IV level of education was inadequate foritheir
children and that it was 1 waste of time sending them

to school. In addition not all of them could afford :o

to send their.children.to.Nsofu.primary.school for
weakily boarding.because they could not afford the
expenses of feeding and clothing them. .Before the
introduction of multigrade teaching, the status of
Kalombe as a feeder school was a disincentive to the
educational development of the children in the area.
Rather than viewing the school as an institution that
provided opportunities for social mobility, most

parents and their children considered it as a dead end.

~ @ZJL'PRODUCTION oF THE NULTIGRADE SYSTEM

Like all other pilot schools, multigrade teaching
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was introduced at Kalombe in 1985. The most drastic
change that has happened to Kalombe primary school has

been a rapid increase in pupil enrollments as indicated
in the £ollowing table.

TABLE 2

RQPIL ENROLLNENTS SINCE 198

Y E A R S

GRADE

1

2

3

4

5

6

'7

TotåI'

1985
BOYS GIRLS

11

13

7

11

1£+

7

9

17

18

'16

1986

BOYS

18

9

6

'7

8
=15

GIRLS

6

10

11

-15

7

15

1987

BOYS

21

1£L

14

7

5

7

IN-

GIRLS

2O

3

jO

'13

'12

'lO

'12

4988

BOYS

11L

2}

'16

=13

Ö10

4-

'18

Enrollment
GIUINI)!DO5M{L

6'7 63 €%+ 79 bC) <98

GIIELS

21

-19

1£+

1£+

=13

Ö1O

1£+

1()5

125 12? 159 ZOÄ-

Between 1985 and 1988, the total pupil enrollment in

the school increased from 123 to 205. The percentage

increase is 65%. When compared to the 1984 figures the
percentage of the 1988 enrollment over those of 1984 15

450.6%. The enrollment o£ both girls and boys has been

on the increase. The percentage increase in the

enrollment of boys between 1985 and 1988 was 75%

while that of girls was 56.7%, Such enrollments
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are indicators of real growth in pupil enrollments
since the multigrade system was introduced.

The highest increase in enrollments has
been at grades I and VII levels, In fact, 1988
seems to be the year that the school has experienced
signifioant increases in enrollments in all the
grades. This has posed a problem over multigrade
teaching because apart from grades, V and VII most
grades cannot.be taught under the multigrade system
due to large numbers. The school is in all respects
on the verge of reverting back to a monograde school.
The teachers and parents expressed the same view.

EÅQTQRS ACCOUNTABLE FOR INCREASED PUPIL BNROLLNZNTS

The major factor responsible for increased
enrollments at Kalombe Primary School is the
migration of people back into the area, While
the school served only1&ur villages prior to 1985,
three hundred families have moved into the area
since then. Parents expressed theöview that the
provision of upper.primary level of education at
the School has been a major attraction for settlinå
in the area. Most of those that are settling in
the area are retirees from the Copperbelt in.
particular. The newly introduced Chisanga
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settlement scheme about ten kilometers from the
school has contributed greatly to the population
growth in the area. Because of the increasing
rnmtmms of children at the settlement schema,
paränts from that area expressed the need to
establish a multigrade school in the area in
order to shorten the distance pupils have to
cover travelling to Kalombe.

What has helped the resettlement of people
in the area was the introduction o£ maize growing
in 1985. Most people have resorted to maize growing
for both consumption aid as a cash Grop. In
aidition, cattle raising is becoming an important
economic activity. The opportunity for full
primary level schooling that has come through the
multigrade system is contributing to the economic
stability of the families in the Kalombe primary
school catchment areas.

lEE PRACTICE oF MULTIGRADE AT THE SCHOOL

There are three teachers that are currently

at Kalombe primary school. Both tåe Headteacher

and his deputy are trained teachers. The third
teachor is untrained. The two trained teachers
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had specialized training in multigrade teaching.
Their nultigrade teacher training experiences
lasted £or two weeks respectively. These training
sessions were at Chalata Primary School in Nkushi

in December, 1984 for the Headteacher and at
Ghongwe secondary School in August 1986 for the
Jeputy. The teachers fett that two weeks were not
adequate. They expressed a need for more training
in Hultigrade teaching through workshops or seminars
£or serving teachers and that the concept and

practice of multigrade teaching should be introduced
in the teacher education curricula - in primary
teachcrs' colleges.

The teachers have implemented the system of
multigrade teaching vigorous. Since 1985 every
pupil has had experiences o£ multigrade teachinå -

The current Glade VII pupils were in Glade IV in
1985 and they were taught together under the
mu1tigrade system with the Glade III'class throubhout
the year. In 1986, the pupils were in Glade V and

they were taught in the same class with the Glade VI

class. In 1987, the group was in Glade VI and they

were under the multigrade system with the glade V

class, In 1988, the pupils - were taught as a

monorrade class in Grnde VII. As stated earlier
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(page 59)the large pupil enrollments Kalombe is
experiencing is rapidly making the school to
revolt back to a monograde school.

All the methods of multigrade teaching have been

practiced by the teachers. However, their experience
has been that common timetabling option and the
subject staggering option are currently more useful
in their case because of the large numbers of pupils
that have to be handled.

Sccause of the increased pupil enrollments at the

school teachers expressed a number of problems that
they have experienced with multigrade teachingä
First because of the large numbers of pupils, the

educational resources in the school can no longer

go round among the pupils. The shortage of resources
especially reading materials makes the concept of
independent self learning very difficult to implement.

Second, increased pupil enrollments has exerted
pressure on the sitting space in the classrooms.
Current1y the available space on student desks in

oach class is not enough for two or more grades at

a timo. Third, teachers feel that the increase in

pupil enrollments require upgrading the school in

order that more staffing can be recruitgd. A

c ontinued c la ss ifica lion of the sChOOl as a Irlultig;i'a<i €3

institutign perpetuates emence workload for the

teachere where Ordinarily there should be five of then.
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PUPIL ACHIEVEMENTS

There were no special'instruments to measure
the pupils'academic achievements in this study.
However, teachers were generally of the view that
pupils taught under a multigrade system are better
prepared for self learning after they have left
school. The view was"that'multigrade teaching
contributes greatly to mastery of basic skiljs by
individual pupils which have lasting impact on

literacy. Such views need to be validated Qmpirioally
however.

One measure of the pupil achievement which
the Study adopted is the pupilB' performance on the
Glade VII examinations. The first Glade VII at.the
school was in 1987. There were Twenty four pupils
that wrote the examination. Out of that number,
three found places in Glade VIII at Nkushi Secondary

School, Chipembi Secondary School and Kalonga
Secondary School respectively, The first Glade VII
class at the school had only one year of exposure
to multigrade.teaching. The class was a monograde

in 1985 and 1987. The only exposure to multiETade
teaching was in 1986 when the group was in Glade VI
and they were taught in the same class with the
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Glade V class. The percentage of pupils that
found places in Glade VIII was 12.5% of the
class. This is about the progression late from
Glade VII to Glade VIII at the national level.
The points obtained by the students were 711,

694 and 681.

SCHOOL - COM? TUNITY RELATIONSHIPS

The community has responded pggitivelytoo
the mnltigrade system at Kalombe primary school.
The situation which prevailed prio to 1985 whereby

pupils from the area had no opportunities for

upper primary education was considered to have

been extremely unsatisfactory. The school and

the oommunitywv have formed a very strong Patent
Teachers' Association (P.T,A.). Because of the

increased pressure on the 1 x 2 classroom block,
the P.T.A. mobilized the parents to construct a

shelter for Grades I and II. In addition, the

P.T.A. managed to raise 600 Kwacha towards the

construction of the A. Ed 14 blick building house

£or a third teacher at the school. The house is

now complete and occupied

The P.T.A. considers the maintainance of the

school as its major objective. The association is
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currently on a fund raising campaign to raise 10,000
Kwacha for classroom block construction. Parents have
been asked to contribute KSO per family towards the
PrOJeCt. The spirit o£ school maintainance the community
has embarked on is very evident from the surrounding of
the school. Kalombe primary school is probably one of
the neatest school - in the country. The school surroundings
and buildings are extremely clean and impressive to the
visitors. The P.T.A. however, envisages a number of
Problems in collecting money for the construction of the
classroom block because parents are in addition involved
in raising money towarde the NsoEu basic school project.

While the parents have welcomed the multigrade
system at the school, they expressed a number of problems
the school is facing. The P.T.A. is concerned that the
increased enrollments at the school contributes to more
work for the teachers. The increase in the workload of
teachers is of great concern to the parents because it
affects the quality of teaching and ultimately the quality
o£ learning will be affected. Parents noted that there
are already - indications of poor reading abilities on the
part of the children. Parents are notioing that their
children are not as proficient in reading either the local
language or Englishas they would expect them to be. They
felt that one way in which the quality of education can.be
maintained at the school is by increasing the number of
teachers. The community is aware of the implications o£

7
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raising the number of teachers from three to five
in terms of provision o£ teachers' houses and

additional classrooms. While they are determined
to construct the necessary buildings through self
help the feeling is that the government should meet

them part of the way.

Generally, the impression given by the community

is that the multigrade teaching system has been

extrcmely successful at Kalombe primary school.

SU NMARY

The major findings cf this study at Kalombe

primary school is that the multigrade system has

been very successful. Success, in this case, is
measured in terms of the extent to which multi -

glade teaching has contributed to the stability

o£ the community resulting in increased enrolments
at the school. The school is now at the point

where it needs upgrading to a normal upper primary

monograde school. The multigrade system has in

this rcgard contributed to the development of a

positive school- community relationship. The

community is able to view the school in positive
reims as an institution that holds opportunities
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for the education of its children. This view is
expressed in the positiva way in which the community
nurtures the school.

KATETAULA PRINARY SCHOOL

POSITION

Katetaula primary school is in Luano Valley. It
is accessible by road. The school is about 15 kilo -
meters from Chingombe Mission a distance that takes
about five hours on foot. People in the Ketetaula
area get their medical facilities from the Zambia
Flying Doctor Service C1inic at Chingombe Mission.
The school serves 27 villages containing about 97
families. The £urthest village from the school is
8 kilometers. Most of the villagers in.the area are
peasant farmers growing maize in very small gardens.
The crop which is.Brpwn = three times a year is largely
for subsistence.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Katetaula primary school was established in 1955-
Until 1985 the school was a feeder school to ChiDBOmbE

Mission. Pupils who used to pass the locally organized
Glade IV leaving examinations could enroll as weakily
boarders at Chingombe Mission. However, most pupils
could not proceed to Glade V because their parents did
not have enough food to feed them in the boarding school.
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The greatest advantage of the multigrade system

according to the parents is the opportunity it has

given to their children to proceed to Glade V, VI and

VII". Most parents admitted that there was a

general apathy towards schooling in the whole area prio
to 1985. Parents did not see the value of sending

their children to school when Glade IV was the terminal
point. The practice generally was to engage children
in early marriages or to keep them at home in order to

assist parents in the daily chores. The attitude of the
community towards the school and education in general
has improved since 1985.

SCHOOL - COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP

The community is satisfied with the multigrade

system at the school. The school has two classroom

blocks, a one by one permanent structure and a one

by two blick and grass thatched block. The latter
is constantly under repair by the parents. The

community would like to turn the one by two brick
and grass thatched block into a permanent structure
but people are very poor and they cannot afford the

expenses. However, the community is currently

building a teacher's house through self help. The

P.T.A. feels that the nnmbers of children attending

school has increased since the introduction of the
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multigrade system. The numbers of children attending
school shown.in Table 3 indicete a significant improve-
ment. The total pupil enrollment at the school has
increaseF"from -49 in %980 to 113 in 1988 representing
a 56.6% rise. The increase in the pupil enrollments
is a result of the willingness of the parents to keep
their children in school. A major problem which the
P.T.A. ia aware of is the high attrition late among

the girls as shown in the enrollment tables. The

cause of high attrition late among girls is early marriage
and.the P.T.A. is slowly encouraging parents to keep their
femalex children at school. The task is not an easy one

because the major cause of early marriages among girls
is poverty.

It should however, be stated that the school
uniforms donated to the -pupils by the Childrens'

"Christian Eund (C.C.F.) has contributed to the stability
in pupil enrollment and attendance at the school.

NULTIGRADE> T~ACHING AND THE PUPILS ACADENIC ACHIEVENENT

There were eight pupils that wrote the Glade VII
.examinations in 1987. Four pupils managed to find

places in Grado.VIII;' However, two out of four pupils
admitted to Glade VIII have since come back because their
parents could not afford to pay the termly boarding fees
of K1Ö0. The conditionwas considered extremely unfortunato
because theDistrict Education Office should have assisted
the pupils to secure Government Bursaries.
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1981
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TABLE 2

KATETAULA PRINARY SCHOOL

GRADE

1

2

3

4
TOTALS

GRADE

1

2

3

4*

BOYS

13

6

8

4
31

BOYS

14

8

6

GIRLS

8

O

4

6

TOTAL

21

6

12

jO

7

#18

GIRLS

16

3

2

4

49

TOTAL

3O

11

8

11

TOTALS 35 25 bO

1982

1983

GRADE

4

2

4

BOYS

40

11

9

4

GIRLS

2O

5

2

1

TOTAL

30

16

11

5

TOTALS

GRADE

1

2
:3

4
TOTUELS

5'+

BOYS

10
5

28

11
6

GIRLS'
'15

7
6
2

621

TOGHID.

25
12
-17

8
?2 50 62



1984

1985 1

1986

1987

1988

GRADE

1
2
3
el-
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BOYS

11
9
6
9

GIRLS

20
'7

'7

TOTAL

31
16
13
14

TOTALS 59 4

GRADE

1
2

=3
4

...5

BOYS

9
'7

11
5
8

GIRLS
8

14
8
5
5

TOTAL
1,7

21
19
10
1 5

TOTALS 40 40 80

GRADE

2
3
4
5
6

BOYS
6
6

10
9
4
7

/

GIRLS
15

5
14

'7

2
2

TOTAL
21

9
21+

16
6
9

TOTALS 4-2 4 8

GRAJJE

1
2
3
4
5
6

BOYS

11
5
8
6
6
6
8

GIRLS
11
12
4

11
2
2
1

TOTAL
22
1'7
12
17
8
8
9

TOTALS £+3 9

GRADE

1
2
Q

4
5
6

BOYS

14
11

7
6

jO
6

GIRLS
46
11

ÖB
8
0
1

TOTAL
sO
22
iR

l L

14
10

TOTALS 60 3 11
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All grades at the school have since 1985 been

taueht under the multigrade system. The current
.multigrade teaching combintations are
Grades III and IV and Glade V, VI and

tions are possible because the school
two o£ whom are trained and the third
teacher, from the enrollment figureg@

Grades I and II,
VII. The combina-
has three teachers
is an untrained
it is likely that

the multigrade system vill continue at this school for
'a considéräble period.

TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS NULTIGRADE TEACHING

out of the three teachers, only one the teacher in
charge had formal training in multigrade teaching (see

appendix The other teachers have been taught the
basicskills of multigrade teaching by the teacher in
charge. The problems faced by teachers are listed below,

1. Under the multigrade system, oral language

lessons in English turn to be very dieficult
to teach in the upper primary sections. The

problem applies to the lower grades too. In
Glade one for example, most of the work covered
the few.weeks of the first term is oral work

and'children - in the other grade group have

little time with the teacher.

2. The'3O minutes period in the lower primary

classes is not'enough. Teachers need more

time to explain and give the necessary

instructions in each glade group. ThiS POint
was raised in all schools.
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3. Lack of School facilities hinder effective
teaching. For example, apart from English
readers which are available to all grades,
there are no other textbooks in the school.
The teachers have no handbooke. The chalk-
boards are too small and cannot contain work
for three classee. Some claesrooms have no

desks and pupils have to ett on the floor.

4. Teaching schedules are at times disrupted
because of famine in the area. Additionally
teachers find little time to prepare adequately
because they spend most of their time on the

fields chasing baboons from their small
portions of maize.

The teachers at this school and not express any

special problems with multigrade teaching. They were

very conversant with the various methodologiee applicable
to multigrade teachin€. Their main concern is the own

availability of resourcee necessary for effective
teaching and learning.

SUM~ Y

Unlike Kalombe primary school, multigrade teaching
will continue for a much longer time at Katetaula. The

multigrade system has developed positive attitudes
towards the echools within the community. The population
within the area is slowly being stabilized. However,
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there are three major problems that will continue to
affect the operation = of the school. These problems
are iii non availability of educational resources,
iii) traditional customs and practices especially

"as they relate to early marriages on the part of girls
and iiii) general poverty within the local community

which hinders the community's ability to generate
resourcee for the maintenance of the school and children
while they are in school.

NWAPE PRINARY SCHOOL

POSITION

Nwape primary school is near the boarder with
Lusaka rural district. It is about 27 kilometers
from Nbosha, the nearest primary school within Nkushi
District. The school is along the lunsenfwa river and

it is less than a kilometer from the banks of the river.
The school is not easily accessible from Nkushi District.
To reach the school within Nkushi, one has to walk a

distance of 27 kilometers from Nbosha. However, it
is much easier to reach the school from Lusaka rural
District. From Lunsefwa on the Great East Road, it
is possible to drive all the way up to the Ferry on

the Iunsefwa river. Nwape primary school is
about two kilometers frnm the ferry. The proximity
of the school to the riter causes it to get flooded
during the rain season.
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EESTORICAL BACKGROUND

Nwape primary school was.established by the Jesuit
missionaries as a village school in 1945. A permanent

structure was built in 4968. From 4945 to 1963 Nwape

was a feeder school to Chingombe mission, a distance
o£ about 75 kilometers away. During that period, children
completing Glade IV at the school were expected to go for
upper primary at the mission station. According to the
parents, most children never hoped to go for upper primary
because the distance wae too long and most parents
could not afford to pay the 75 Ngwee annual boarding
fees. when Nbosha primary school was upgraded in 1964,
Nwape became a feeder school to Nbosha. The distance
between the two schools was much shorter in comparative
terms. It was estimated that there were about 5 pupils
who used to find places in Glade V at Nbosha every year
between 1964 and 1984. Most of these that proceeded to
Gradev did not £inish tbe first year because parents
could not afford to feed them in the weakily boarding
school. Only children that used to stay with relatives
in Nbosha who could complete upper primary education.
Between 1970 and 1984, only 5 individuals who initially

started formar education at Nwape completed Glade XII.

From 4965 to 1984, Nwape primary school was served
by 20 villages. The number of villages serving the
school has dropped to jO and this has affected pupil
enrollments since 1985.
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PUPIL ENROLLNENTS

The introduction of the multigrade system in 1985
resulted in increased enrollments in general. However,
the Patent Teachers' Association (P.T.A.) have great
concerns over the pupil enrollments at the school. The

greatest problem facing Nwape is to get children to
enrol for Glade I. Most of the children enrolled in
Glade I in 1988 are below 6 years of age. There are a

number of factors afeecting pupil enrollment at Nwape.

The situation that prevailed at Nwape in 1985 and 1986
was that pupils came from Nkushi and Lusaka rural areas.
Parents in Lusaka rural have since 1987 prefered sending
their children to Shakabeta primary school about 10

kilometers from Nwape primary school. The major pull to
Shikabeta on the part o£ Lusaka rural villagers that are
within the vicinity o£ Nwape is the Christianlchi1drens'
£und assistance that was started at this school in 1987.
Parents prefer to send their children to Shikabeta
irrespective of the long distance because they are able
to get school unieorms through C.C.F. Another major
problem affecting the population within the Hwape catchment
area is the migration of people to other areas within the
district. Parents acknowledged that farming has become

a major economic undertaking in the area*and people are
constantly in search of better £arming lands. It is in



TABLE 4

PUPIL ENROLLMENTS AT NWAPE PRINARY SCHOOL

l
IN
LA
I

GRADE

1

2

5

#

5

6

'7

1983

BOYS

5

4
#
4-

GIRLS

3

4
6

3

1985
BOYS

18

4

3

4

3

BORLS

12

7

5

4

7

1986
BOYS

25

6

1

3

4

5

1987
GIRLS BOYS

2O

7

5

6

lt
7

8

12

9

2

5

€3

£5

1988

GIRLS BOYS

8

'13

15

*1

(3

eL

4

8

'12

9

2

3

2

9

GIRLS

9

11

5

5

3

7

5

TOTAL: 17

GTUUID TOTUUM3:33

16 .52 35 £#+ #9 4R5 51 £+5 LI-3

6'7 93 97 8£5
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this regard that there are ten villages in the area
at the moment with only 50 £amilies serving the school
with children. The drift from the area is predicted
to continue and teachers are of the view that there
might not be any children to enrol in Glade I in 1990.

THE NULTIGRADE SYSTEM AND ITS ACHIEVENENTS

There are two teachers at Nwape and all grades
have been taught under the multigrade system since
1985. one teacher teaches Grades I and II and Grades

III and IV as multigrade classes in the morning and

afternoons respectively. Another teacher handles Grades

V, VI and VIII as one multigrade.

Like in all other schools, the major problem
hindering effeotive multigrade teaching at.Nwape is
jack of resources. The school has serious shortages o£

educational resources o£ all types. The teacher, did
not even have a log book for visitors. This is a

major handcap to multigrade teaching. Another major

problem is workload. Like Litetaöwhere there are only

two teachers, Nwape teachers expressed concern over their
workload during. times when only one teacher has to
remain at the school. At times, when one teacher had

to take charge of all the grades,.there is too much

work on the part of the teacher. érequests - were made

for an additional teacher, even an untrained one.
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Teachers did not firl major problems with the
multigrade teaching if only resources were available.
The only problem they have is that they are unable to
organise periods for creative work or prictical skiljs

because they teach both in the mornings and afternoons.
The production unit.is almost non existent in practice.

Dispite these problems, four out of 8 pupils that
wrote the Glade VII examinations in 1987 qualified for
Glade VIII. Two pupils qualified for boarding schools
one at Mumbwa secondary and another pupil at Nkushi
secondary school. The two pupils that qualified for
day secondary school did not proceed to Glade VIII
because they did not have relatives to keep withs

THE $~1-LQOL - COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP

Among all the multigrade pilot schools in Luano
Valley Nwape has the least assistance from the community.
There is very little enthusiasm on the part of the
community to assist the school principally because
most parents do not have the means to do so. For example,
nothing has been done by - the community to rehabilitate,
the school buildings(classroom block and teachers'
houses) and pupils'latrines which are on the verge
of collapsing. The P.TéAÖ hasino;plans set up to assist
the school in any other way.
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SUPIARY

Nwape primary school, unlike Liteta and Katetaula,
has severe problems which are threatening its continued

existence as a viable educational institution. Its

location is a health hazard to human lives in the rain

season because of floods. 'The continued migration of

people from the area will keep the school poorly enrolled
for a long time to come. As far as Nwape is concerned,

multigrade teaching is a phenomena that will not easily

be changed. There is a lot of effort that should be

made to build the image of the school. This could be

done through varied forms of assistance whose objective

should be to improve the quality of education at the

school. Efforts should be made to assist the school

and the community*at"the séme"fime.

LITETA PRINARY SCHOOL

POSITION '

This = school is situated in the heart of Luano

Valley about £ifteen kilometers west of the confluence

of Mulungushi and Lunsemfwa rivers. The school can

only be reached from Kabwe. Its position is such

that no vehicle can reach the school. gb reach the

school, one has to driveafrom Kabwe to Nulungushi

where the vehicle is left at the table mountain of
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the Nuchinga escarpment. From the table mountain
one has to descend down the hills to the Valley itself.
The process of descending from the table mountain to
the valley can take up to six hours. From the foot
of the hill to Liteta primary school through Chimika
primary school ia a journey of about two days on foot
This is the most difeicult school to reach. The

journey on foot from the table mountain to the school
and back =an take up to six days.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Litéta primary school was established in 1944 as
& Village School by the Jesuit Fathers. Between 1944
&Dd 1964 = thé school was managed by the Jesuit Fathers
who..were stationed at Chin'gombe Rdssion about 64 kilo -

meters away. From its establishment = until 1985
Liteta was an elementary school providing education
uP to Glade IV. Up until 1964, all those that went
to Glade V had to travel to Chin'gombe Mission where
they stayed in the boarding for the whole term. The

missionaries played a major role in assisting the
children that wont to Chingombe Nission= for upper

primary education. Since 1965 when the government

look over the running of the school, children from
this school had difficulties getting upper primär?
level education. The condition was worsened by the
withdrawal of the missionaries' assistance to the

3
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children from the school. The nearest school,
Chimika, was - upgräded in 1985.

Liteta primary school faced immeaseproblems
since 1965. Between 1973 and 1984, the school was

managed by untrained teachers because no trained
teachers were prepared to go to the school. From 1977
to 1984 only one untrained teacher was running the
school. The school was closed for two years from
1977 to 1978 because of very poor enrollments. In
these years, there were 7 children enrolled in all
grades. It was considered not cest effective to keep
running the school with such low enrollments.

There are a number o£ factors that account £or
low student population in the catchment area of
Liteta primary school. First, a lot of people moved

out of this area in 1950, when Chief Liteta was

dethroned by the colonial government. It has been
difficult to retain people in the area since 1950
because the subjects of Chief Liteta never accepted
Chief Chembe under whose authority the area fell
henceforth. Ever since Ctief Liteta was dethroned,
the people of the area considered themselves
"stateless" and they moved out of the area in
large numbers. The second factor is environmental.
Nulungushi river where the school is situated is



heavily - infested - with crrcodiles and it is usually
flooded in the months of January and February. The

combination of floods and.crocodiles has worked to
discourageparents,from sending their children to
school. According'to the'teachers, the school is
usually closed in the months of January and
February because of absenteeism in all grades. Teachers
have suggested that the school should follow its own

calendar that should reflect the environmental
constraints. The first and third terms need to be

adJusted such -thai term one:should start in.the second

week of £ February while the third term ends in the
last week of December. Parents consider the time wasted

in the first two months of term one as a major disadvantage

on the education of their children. Most of them,prefered
sending their children t - the schools on the plateau.

Famine is another'factor that has contributed to
poor attendance at Liteta. The major cause of famine

are floods and mnkiégs which destroy whatever crops

are grown. There is usually not enough food to go

round the members of a family. Children are generally
discouraged from attending school because they have

nothing to eat while at school. Parents tend to withdraw

their children from school when they are unable@to feed

them adequately. one way in which familiea.cope with
the problem of famine is to deploy children around the

fields to chase'away monkies. It should be emphasized
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that the rask of chasing monkies starts from the
time o£ planting and lasts until harvesting time.
For 'most parents therefore, sending children to
school had great opportunity costs. It is in this
regard that children were either discouraged from

€OiDå to school or withdrawn from it altogether.
The situation was worse when parents could not see any

Opportunities for upper primary education for their
children.

THE PRACTICE OF NULTIGRADE SYSTEM

Liteta primary school will be under the multigrade
teaching system for a long time to come. From the data
in table 5, the enrollments at the school has improved
slightly but not as rapidly as at Kalombe primary
school. For example, the total enrollments in each

glade in 1988 were: Glade 1 (12) Glade II (9) Glade III
(42), Glade IV (9), Glade V (16), Glade VI (7) and Glade

VII (9). These are very low enrollments by any standard.
The only way the school can be run at the level of upper
primary education is through a cost effective system like
multigrade teaching. Indeed, multigrade teaching has

been practiced at the school since its introduction in
1985. With the exception of Glade VII all grades are

taught underöthe multigrade system (see the 1988 school
timetable for details). The Glade VII class is taught

as a monograde because the end of year examinations at

this level compel teachers to give special attention to

this glade.
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TABLE 2

SCHOOL: PUPIL ENROLLNENTS 1 ? 13.~

GRADE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1979

B

1

2

9

G

2

5

3

1980

B (}

1 5

1 5

3 3

1984

B (3

4 14

5

1982 1983

B

8

2

;2

G B

6 10-

jO 5

5 #

G

14-

'12

8

1985
B G-

9 12

8 jO

# 10

£+ 7

4 4
$

1986

B (3

3 1

11 11

7 10

£+ 8

~ (')

5 €5

1987
B

Ö1O

7

'7

8

3

5

si

(%

8

8

5

£3

£5

5

1

1988
13 G

5 7

#- 5

€3 6

'7 2

9 7
2,.5
" £+

'ö1098

I

~
I



GRADES 1 AND II MULTIGRDE TIME THBLE 1988

NO
KD

1 2 3

DAY GRADE 13.30 - 1Ä.00 1h.o0 - 1h.30 1u.30 - 15.00

1 I English Mathemätics Icibemba
Language

II Maths English Icibemba
Language

I Maths English PIE
Language

2 ÖESéII55
II Language Maths RÅE.

I English Maths R.E.
3 !

Language
"'"l"ESéIISE

II Maths Language R.E.

I Reading Reading English
4 -Language

II Maths Reading Reading

I Maths English Reading
Language

5
II English Reading Maths

Language

# 5

15.00 - 15.15 15.15 -15#5
6

15.M$ - 16.15 16.15 - 16.Ä5

B

R

- -1

.1

"7Ix

Creative

Crentive

Reading

Activities

Activities

PIE

PIE

H/ ~

Reading

Creative
Activities

Icibemba
Icibemba

English Reading Icibemba
Language
English
Language

il
H/W ~

Icibemba

Maths Reading R/E

English
H/W R/ELanguage

Icibeuba H/W Creative
Åctivities

Icibemba H/w Creative
Åctivities



GRLDES III & IV AND GRéDES V & VI NULTI-IRSDB TIME TABLES -1~å~

I
L%

XO

I

'T
. 1 2 ! 3 1+ : 5 I 6 : 1 2 a 3

1

mr GRÄDE 07 .00 O7 . 3o 08 .00 08 . 15 08 . *+5 og . 15 '9 07 . od 07 . L+d 08 .20
07.30 08.00 08.30 o8.Å+5 09.15 09.1+5 cg 07.h0 08.2Q 09.00

III MÅTHS READ ING ENG socIAL R.E. v ENG R.E. ICIBE =

£1/W
LÅNG . STUDIE- MBA B

l 1 !

Es
IV ENG SOCIAL MATHS H/w ICIBE- R .E . VI MATHS R .E. S/S R

LANG STUDI - MBA
ES

III ENG HiW
RELI-

LANG IC I BEMBA} READ MATHS 1:> . B , V
GIOUS EDITC - IC IBE B

ATION MBA

I2

ING

IV MA JHS READ - HiW SiS ENG P . E . VI IR . E . R . I. . ICIBE%
ING LANG NBA A

III MA' 'HS ICI- ENG CREA TIVE ENG
[

Mm-Es BEMBA
BEMBA LANG ACTI VITIES READ

3 Iv ENG
LÅNG

 READ-

i
MATHSIK OREå TIVE s/s VI MÅTHS

ING * ACTI VITIES I
MATHS 1<

III HLTHS ENG BEMBA S/S C / A lv IENG [ MÅ':-HS }> .EL
l+ IV ENG MLTHSJ READ- READ - H/w s/s

VIIBEMBA
BEMBA P.E.

ING ING

III BNG
'

MATHS R/E R/E READ - MUS -
iV [

ENG MATHS S/S
5

L.'.I?G: ING IC
IV MATHS 'ENG P . E . R . E . BEMBA MUS - BEMBÅ ENG s/s

LANG IC

;Q
-

MT 5 6 7

09.30 l 10.101 10.50 11.30
10.10 10.50 11.30 12.10
ENG *"NÅTHS S $00IAL

STUDIES STUDIES

SCIE

s/s

ENG

SCIE

SCIE

MATHS

ENG

POE!

POE.

ENG IC IBE- MATHS
MBA

ENG MATHS SCIE

NATHS SCIE ENG

$CIE CRAFTS CR ÅFTS

SCIE CRÅTTS CRAFTS

S/S R.E. MUSIC

R.E. S/S MUSIC

CRAFTS CRAFTS

CRAFTS CRAFTS
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PUPILS ACADENII ACHIEVENENTS

According to the teachers, the pupils'academic
standard at the school was extremely low. The teachers
that were sent to the school in 1985 could not find any

single pupil who could read and write the local langua8€

or English. Teachers had to develop these basic skiljs

even to pupils that were in Glade IV. The low academic

achievcments of the pupils is attributed to the fact that
the school was generally neg1ected for a period of twelve

years until 1985. It can be speculated that Liteta
primary school has probably never been inspected since

it became a government school in 1965-

The results of the first Glade VII class was

however, impressive. There were 6 children in Glade
VII in 1987. Four pupils wrote the examinations at
the end Of the year while two pupils refused to sit
for the examinatione because no one could support them
financially even if they qualified for Glade VIII.
Out of the four that sal for the examination, two
qualified for Glade VIII. These were a boy - and a girl.

Both teachers and parents feel that the educational
standard at the school has improved significantly since
1985. Pupils no longer have to repeat any glade as the
case was prior to 1985. The improvements on the pupils'

- basic skiljs has created a positive attitude towards
the school on the part of the community.
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SCHOOL - COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP

There has been an improvement in attitude
towards the school on the part of the community.
The population is elowly getting stable. For
example, whereas there were about 400 people in
the area in 1985 the population has increased to
600 now. The parents do appreciate the opportuni -

lies which the multigrade system has brought into
the area especially with regard to upper primary
education. Instead of migrating, to the plateau
to look for upper primary education, a number of
them are settling in the area.

The problem that will be with the school for
a long time however is pupil absenteism. Pupils'
attendance is extremely erratic because of the
problems of £looding and famine. The rain season

is a difficult period in the school. In addition
to the problem of crocodiles, pupils fear to walk
in tall grass in the rain season because of lions
and other wild animals. This is a genuine concern
because some children have to travel distances of
about 18 kilometers to the school everyday.

one way the problem of absenteism can be
solved is to establish weekily boarding at the
school. However, both the teachers and parents
feel that weekily boarding is a non startar because
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parents do not have sufficient food to feed children in
weekily boarding. Liteta primary school is unique among

the multigrade schools in Nkushi district. Educationally
the success of the school will largely depend on the
solutions which could be found to the schooliswprobiams.

THE PROBLEMS FACED BY THE SCHOOL

SCHOOL BUILQl~QSI According to the Buildings Supretendant
at the District education office in Mkushi, the school
buildings at Liteta and Nwape have been condemned.

Between 1975 and 1985, the untrained teachers at the
school used to stay in line villages, (bnsequently,
school buildings were destroyed by fire, wind and termites.
The classroom block and the teachers' houses still have no

doors since they were de = troyed by fire. The floors of
these buildings are riddled with pot holes. The window

panes are all broken. The walls are severely cracked
while the togs supporting the roofs are very weak after
having been eaten up by termites. The buildings need

urgent repair because they are a threat to human lives.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES: Liteta jacks all the basic requisities
which contributes to effective teaching and learning.
Teachers have no teachers' handbooks, there are no

textbooks in subjects like Social Studies, English
Language, Nathematics, and Bomba. Apart from the supply
O£ 75 exercise books received in the first term of 1987,
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the school has never received any school supplies
since 1985. The school does not have any storage
facilities for the'storage ofteaching materials and

other available properties of the school. A school
that is very much in isolation needs certain basic
tools to help in minor repairsr.of school property.
However,'there is no single tool at the school. =

Because of the total neglect given to the school in
the years preceeding multigrade, school equipments
like - hoes, sickles, backets, axes, and takes were lost.
The disappearance'of these tools has created problems
of clearing the bush that 3rew around during the
period it was deserted.

TEACHERS' WELE~~~Å Teachers face immense pTOblSmS=Bt
this school. Liteta is an area where teachers have to
constantly play for the continued good health of their
families. Falling ill at this place means walking a

distance of 17 kilometers to the Zambia Flying Doctors
Service's centre £or medical attention. This.is
definitely not a situation which any patient would
like to face. For the teachers, falling sick means

a lot of disruption to the teaching schedules. On the
other hand, teachers undergo through major difficulties
to get their food supplies. Since the area is alwaYs

under constant famine, teachers cannot boy their food
from the local communities. Most of their food has to
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come from Kabwe. The expenses that teachers have to
incur in transporting their food - stuff, make the final
costs prohibitive. For example, it is estimated that
by the time a 25 kilograms ofmea11émeal reaches Liteta
primary school a'teacher would have incured about K45

in transportation costs thereby raising the cest to K60

from K15. The situation is worse in the rain season

because travelling is extremely difficu1t and foodstuffs
like mealie meat are easily destroyed by water. Because

of these hardships, teachers have in fact suggested that
the periods that they should stay in such areas be

shortened.

TEACHING: Because of floods and other related problems,

teachers find themselves having to teach sever&l groups

within the multigrade class.' This is because special
attention has to be given to children that are forced
ic miss several classes due to environmental problems

within the area. In this way, teachers tend to be over-

worked.

TEACHERS'ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE HULTIGRADE SYSTEM

Inspite of the insurmountable problems that teachers
at Liteta face, they are very dedicated to their work.
what seems to be a major problem on their part is a

feeling of neglect. According to them, senior officers
at the district and provincial levels are not sympathetic
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to the special needs and problems o£ such multigrade

schools like Liteta. Such total neglect is reflected
in a number of areas according to the teachers. First,
schools like Liteta are never visited by inspectors

and other education officers Second, whereas buildines
at Liteta are on the verge of collapsing, school maintenancee

work inthe Central Province tend to be concentrated in

schools that are accessible to the education ofeicers.
Third, education resources are not equitably distributed
because multigrade schools like Liteta do not receive
their share even of those materials and equipments meant

for such schools. one examp1e which teachers cited to
support their case in the experience they have had with
the District Education Office. In 1985, 20 classroom desks

were sent to the school. However, only 6 desks have been

assembled because the bells supplied by the District
Education Office were not the right size. Requests

for the District office to supply the school with the
right boris have not received any positive response.

The teachers have been constantly told by the district
office to boy the bolts using money from the production

units. The school has, since 1985 not been able to

realize any money from its production units.

Another example of neglect of multigrade schools

refered to by the teachers is the practice of sending

multigrade trained teachers to.monograde schools and

vice versa. By multigrade trained teachers reference

was made to those student teacher trainees who have
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had a few days exposure . to multigrade teaching
while at college. The teachers were of the view
that multigrade schools should be supplied with
teachers that are familiar with the method. Failure
to this creates a lot of - work on the part of the
multigrade trained teachers who are forced to provide
in - service training sessions to their colleagues.

Apart from the problems enumerated above,
Liteta teachers have no problems with the multigrade
teaching approach. They are very familiar with the
various teaching methods. Their only complaint is
that the school should be supplied with one more

teacher. In particular, they need a female teacher
who can teach needlework or homecraft. An additional
teacher will help case the teaching road in cases

where one of the teachers falls ill or has to travel
elsewhere. The teachers' plea is for special conside-

ration in the allocation of resources like Manila paper,

chalkboards, textbooks, rulers, rubber, pencils,
exercise books, tools and storage facilities like
cupboards. This is a genuineconcern because multigrade

teaching require sufficient resources.

SU NNARY

The multigrade system at Liteta is greatly

appreciated by the community. The gesture of this
appreciation is in the £ollowing ways: (1) in 1987
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the community donated money to purchase the Glade VII
examination box; iii) Parents have come forward to
contribute their labour in building pil - latrines;
iiii) the community have taken it as their responsi-

bility to repair the blown- off roofing sheets to the
teachers' houses. The ChiefMHonourable'öhembé' has

embarked on a vigorous educational campaign among his
people. He constantly utges his people to work towards
the development of the school in the following areas:
(i) that village headmen and P.T.A. members should
work cooperatively to solve the problems of the school;
iii) He constant1y utges parents whose children have
left school- to send them back; iiii) He discourages

parents from engaging their children in early marriages

and instead concentrate on school work; liv) He utges his
subjects to work voluntarily towards, the school PrOJ€GtSS

(v) He threatens parents ofchildren that abscond from

school with punitive measures. (vi) The chief's
messengers are usually sent to distant villages to

enrol* children for the new year. This is one way Of

helping teachers.

There is a positive image towards education within
the community served by Liteta primary. Parents are

confident that solutions will be found to some of the

problems currently being £aced by the school. Liteta
is indeed a.very dieficult area from an environmental
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standpoint the success of the multigrade system at the
school in stabilizing the community should be followed
by positive official responses from education authorities.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MULTIGRADE SYSTEM

The management of the multigrade schools is at
different levels. The Swedish International Development

Agency (SIDA) is the sponsor of the multigrade project.

SIDA has since 1985 provided financial and material
resources to the project (see Table 6). The Provincial
education office is in charge of the distribution of
whatever resources are received to the district(s).

The actual management of resource allocation to,schools
is done at the district level.

TABLE 6

RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS To MKUSHI DISTRICT THROUGE

CA)

SIDA SUPPORT

FINANCIAL ALLOCATIONS

YEAR

1985

1986

1987

1988

1988

ANOUNT

K8,OOO

K8,200

K3,OOO

K8,SOO

K8.OOO

PURPOSE

For the 4 multigrade pilot
schools only.

For multigrade school inspection.
Nultigrade workshop. One seminar
was organized at Nalcom Hofeat
Teacher Training College.
For seminar:one was organized in
January, 1988 at Nalcom Noffat
Teacher Training College

Multigrade Pilot Schools
evaluation.
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TABLE 7

EDUQATIONAL MATERIALS DONATED BY SIDA To
HKUSHI DISTRICT

..YE.A3.

19~S

1986

1987

ITEH

In the House
In school
Reader 3
What are they Doing'
In the Market
On the Road
Exercise Books Ex. 8
Excruise Books EX. 9

Glade 3 Pupils Naths texbobk'
Reader 3

NUMBER

3080
5040
1118
3080
2356
1848
9200
9600

2755
3968

Exercise"Books BX.8 12808
Exercise Books EX.9 1138
KU $todybook 2319
Reader Glade 1 Term 2 Teaohers

Handbooke- 80
Reader Glade 1 Term 3 " ?2
Reader Glade 2 Term I' " 72
Language Glade 2 Term 2 " 72
Language Glade 2 Term 5 " 51
Language Glade 3 Term I " 1468
Reader Glade 3 Term 3 " 90
Language Gradc 4 Teri 1 " 87
Language Glade 4 Term 2'" 86
Language Gradq - 4 Term3 ";@@ 89
Reader Glade 4 Term 1 " 88
Language and Reading Glade 7 Term 166
Language and Reading " 7 Term 2 " 63
Language and Reading Glade 7 Term 5 "

Language Glade 1 Term 1 " 90
Ii Glade 1 Term 2 " 102
Il Glade 1 Term 5 " 84

Rcader Glade 1 Term I " 90
Bomba Grade 1 Term I " 100

66

76
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TABLE 7 Continue 0000

YEAR

1987
!l

I!

H

Il

H

I!

H

Il

1988
II

"

Il

ITEN

Reader Glade 3 Term 2:Teachers Handbook

Language Glade 3 Term 1 " H

Glade 7 Reader 7

Glade 5 Reader 5

Nulenga

Jelita
Glade 5 Pupils Naths Textbook
Glade 5 H I!

Exercise Books EX.8

Exercise Books EX.9
Atlases
Language Glade 3 Term 1 Teachers

Handbooks.
Exeroise Books
Exercise books

Ex. 8
Ex. 9

NUMBER
" 55

60

3661

11 , OOO

11 ,000

'1'1 ,OOO

11 , DOO

2 ! {755

71 , DOO

75.000
1525

bO

6050
4200



TABLE B

ALLOCATIONS '.-*OF EDUCATIONAL RESOU RCES To MULTIGRADE PILOT SCHOOLS

! V TITY ALLCATED TQU ~CHOO

YEAR

'I 986

0

!
ON
D-

{IQ

2..
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

=10.
'l'l.
~ 20
15.
14.
15.

ITEN

Naths Book 5
Exercise Books Ex. 9
My study Book
Jelita
In the House
Nulenga
In School
Exercise Books EX. - 8
what;are they Doing
'Reader 7
In the Market
Reader 5
On the Road
Reader 3
Näths Book 3

KALOIVIBE

2O
4OO

4O
/+O

/+O

4O
2O

800
2O

2O
2O
2O
2O

2O
2O

KATETAULA

2O
800

20
20
2O
2O
2O

LI-00
2O

2O

2O

2O

15
'15
2O

. 2O
bOO
2O
2O
2O

2O
2O

4OO

2O

2O

2O
2O

15
15
2O

1988 1. Atlases 2O jO '12
2. world Hap 3 5 3
3. One Book o£ each of the Teachers Handbooke Iisted above

havir" been'distributed to the School.

LITETA

20
bOO

2O

2O
2O

2O
2O

/+OO

20
2O
2O
20
15
15
2O

10
3

is recorded as
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TABLE 9

FUNDING FOR EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES IN NKUSHI

YEAR

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

FROM SIDA"

AMOUNT

K25,000
K27,OOO
K37,Ooo
K45,OOO
K'7 OO0

TOTAL: K209,000

From the data in tables 6,7,8.vhnh 99

above, SIDA has played a major role in
assisting Nkushi District with educational
resources. The District is probably one of
the best stocked with educational resources
in the country. With regard to the mu1tigrade
pilot schools, the problem is that they are
not given any special consideration when resources
are distributed to schools. According to the
District Education Officers, the SIDA donated
resources are distributed to all the 79öschools
in the District. In fact, the impression the
consultant got from discnssions with the District
Education Office was that the multigrade schools
in the Valley are at a disadvantage because they
have to compete for resources with a number of
multigrade schools that have been established

on the platean. Thus far, the District Education
Office has established six multigrade primary
schools on the plateau and five more are scheduled
to be opened in 1989. All these multigrade schools
have to get shares from the resources funded by SIDA.
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Because of case access to the District Office,
schools en the = plateau have advantages in procur1ng
resources from the District Office over those in
the Valley where transportation is difficult.

There are no special administrative problems

faced by the District Office over the multigrade

schools. In the view of the Education Officers,
the multigrade system has solved a number of
educational problems in their District. The system

has helped to extend full primary education opportu -

nities to areas that would otherwise not have them.

The multigrade system is also'considered as having

solved the problem of educational expenses in the
District, For example, ordinarily, a full primary
School needs 5 teachers hence five teachers houses.

Additionally it T also needs about 5 classrooms.
Instead of providing these facilities only two

olassrooms, and two (or three) teacher's houses

are needed under a multigrade system. The District
Education Office consider it to be very cost
effective. It is because of its cost effective
advantage that a number of multigradeschools are

being established in the District. The officials
are pleased with the quality of instruction and

learning taking place in the multigrade schools.

A multigrade teaching model school has been established
in Nkushi Boma for the teachers of multigrade schools

to learn from.
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CONCLUSION

One conclusion that amanates from this study is
that miltigrade teaching in Zambian schools is an
effective mode through which universal basic education
could be delivered to marginal communities in the
remotest paris of the country. In all the four schools
visited, mnltigrade teaching has minimized the costs
of education to the family and the individual child.
The costs that have been brought to a minimum are both
direct and indirect. On the part of the individual child,
multigrade teaching has minimized the costs in time spent
on travelling to school especially for upper primary level
education for which some students used to travel more than
thirty kilometers. Multigrade teaching has minimized the
distance between upper primary level education and the
child. By so doing,,it has eradicated the isolation between
the family and the schoo. child especially in cases where
the latter had to spend a week (or a term) in weekly
boarding. Weekly boarding had its own costs on the
individual child because of the burden of having to fond
for oncself while attending to educational responsibilities,

On the part of the parents (or families) multigrare
teaching has minimized the costs of feeding their children
while in weekly boarding schools. Veekly boarding was

costly because families had to share the meagre harvests
between the school (to feed the child) and the home (for
the rest of the family). Instead of having to split the
little that is harvested families are now able to retain
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all the food that is.obtäined in order- to feed everybody
in the home. dn the other hand, the cost that was

inoured through the loss of the labour of those
children that wont £or W88kly boarding has now been

elininated. All able. bodied members of the family are
new able to contribute their part to the family economic

activities. Additionally, family unity is now being
maintained because all children in these areas are now

able to stay withtheir.families.

These direct and indirect costs to the communities
served by the four multigrade pilot schools were real
both socially and economica11y. Such costs were in fact
significant and powereul enough to discourage children
from going to school altogether. dn the other hand, the
costs were major nbstac1es that eliminated most children
in these areas from completing full primary education.
The experiences in the multigrade pilot schools so far

indicate that the'system has contributed signieicantly
to the solution of these problems. Children are now able

to complete full primary education in the areas where

multigrade hné*been introduced.ööEfforts should, therefore,

be Hade to institutionalise this"mode of eduoational
delivery through identification of the necessary

e£Ecctive mechanisms.
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APPENDIX

TEACHERS PERSONAL DATA

Ai ;gmgmä PRIMARY school
I. TEÅCHER'S NÅME:

POSITION:

AGE:

~EALIFICATION:

NR. D.S. CHAVULA

Teacher in Charge

38 Years

Glade XII plus Primary
Teachers Certificate

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Attended Nultigrade
Seminars for three years: (1) Åt
Cha1ata in 198#. (2) At NalcomNoffat Teacher Training Collegein 1985 and (3) at Chongwe in 1986.

Bi

2.

1.

T~ACHER'S NAME!

POSITION:

AGE:

QQALIFICATIONS:

PROFESSIONAL

NR. HASUELL KASUNBA

Teacher

26 Years
Grqde XII plus Primary
Teachers' Certificate.

EXPERIENCE: Does not have
special multigrade training
experience. Has been taught the
concept and practice of Multi -
glade Teaching by the Teacher in
chärge who has prior training.

~;TETÄULA PRINMRY SCHOOL

TEACH-ER' S NAME:

POSITION:

AGE:

~UALIFICATIONS:

FALLS KIDDS SIABASIFBI

Teacher in Charge

56 Years

Form III
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Trained for Primarv

eve teaching from 1972 to 19?5-Attended two mu1tigrade teaching
Seminars in November 1985 and in
August 1986. Has 14 years teaching
experience.



Cont!d.
2.

3.

"
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KATETÄULA PRINÅEY sCHooL

TEACHER'S'NANE: NR. ENHNWHIJMULIMBMA

POSITION: Trained Teacher-

AGE: 28 Years.

QUALIFICATIONS: Glade XII plus Primary
.UTeachers' Certieicate.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: He only has the

TEACHER'S

teaching experience following the
teacher training in 1986 to 1987.
Does not have.special training in
Nultigrade teaching but hasöbeen
taught by the Teacher in Charge.

NAME: NR. VICTOR NGOBEKA

POSITION:

AGE:

Teacher
52 Years

Glade XII
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: He is an untrained

eac er! e as been taught the

0) g;;OMBE

ooncept and practice of multigrade
teaching hy the teaoher in charge.

PRINARY SCHOOL

10 TEACHER'S NAME:

POSITION:

AGE:

~UALIFICATIONS:

NR. JOUBTRT CHIPABILA

Teacher

#2'YeärsJÖ

Form Ii;plus Primnry
Teacher's Certificate.

PROFESSION4L =EXPERIENCE: Has 22 years teaching
experience. Attended the multigrade
Seminar at Chalata in 1984.
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KALONBE PRIMARY SCHOOL

20 TEACHER' S NAME : NR. PASICAL CHIBUYE KÄNNA

POSITION:

AGE:

gUALIFICATION:

Teacher

36 Years.
Glade X plus Primary Teacher's
Certificate.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Has seven years teaching

Di NWAPE PRIMARY SCHOOL

~ 0

20

TEACHER'S NAME:

experience.and attended
multigrade seminar at Chongwe
in August 1986.

NR. I.S. KUNDA

POSITION:

AGE:

Teacher in Charge

53 Years

Glade XII plus Primary
School Teacher's Certieicate.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE = Has 12 years teaching

TEACHER'S NAME!

experience. Attended one
seminar on Hultigrade Teaching
in November, 1984 at Chalata.

Nr, J.C. PULYATA

POSITION: Teacher

Glade XII plus Primary Teacher's
Certificate.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: Has 8 years post college
eaching.

Comment: Nr. Nulyata's personal data could net be
collected in detail because he was out of
the séhool.
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